
 

General Assembly of Student Councils Day 1 

CFOS Auditorium, UP Visayas  Miag-ao Campus 

DAY 1 (20 December 2011) 

 

Time Started: 12:17pm 

 

SUMMARY OF AGENDA 

I. ROLL CALL 

II. APPROVAL OF AGENDA 

III. APPROVAL OF HOUSE RULES 

IV. 2011 STUDENT REGENT REPORT 

A. Policy 

B. Campaign 

C. Special concerns 

V. COUNCIL REPORTS ON PERTINENT ISSUES 

VI. PROPOSALS TO AMEND THE CODIFIED RULES FOR THE STUDENT REGENT SELECTION 

 

 

I. Roll Call 
Student Councils Present: 44 
UPB University Student Council 

UPD University Student Council 

Asian Institute of Tourism Student Council 

College of Arts and Letters Student Council 

College of Education Student Council 

College of Fine Arts Student Council 

College of Home Economics 

College of Human Kinetics 

 College of Mass Communication Student Council 

 College of Music Student Council   

College of Sciences Student Council 

College of Social Sciences and Philosophy Student Council 

College of Social Work and Community Development Student Council 

Engineering Student Council  

Law Student Government 

National College of Public Administration and Governance Student Government 

School of Economics Student Council 

School of Library and Information Studies Student Council 



School of Statistics Student Council 

Extension Program in Pampanga Student Council 

UPM University Student Council 

College of Allied Medical Professions Student Council 

College of Arts and Sciences Student Council 

College of Medicine Student Council 

Collge of Pharmacy Student Council 

School of Health Sciences Palo, Leyte 

School of Health Sciences Koronadal, South Cotabato 

UPLB University Student Council 

College of Agriculture Student Council 

College of Arts and Sciences Student Council 

College of Development Communication Student Council 

College of Economics and Management Student Council 

College of Engineering and Agro-Industrial Technology Student Council 

College of Forestry and Natural Resources Student Council 

College of Veterinary Medicine Student Council 

UPV University Student Council  

College of Management Student Council 

School of Technology Student Council 

College of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences Student Council 

College of Arts and Sciences Student Council 

Tacloban Student Council 

Cebu College Student Council 

UPMin University Student Council 

College of Science and Mathematics Student Council 

Quorum established 

 

II. Approval of Agenda 
 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

Affirmation of oath taken as student leaders. 

The proposals could be postponed for several hours or so, because there are a lot of campaigns today, especially the 

ones in northern Mindanao. Refusal of the motion. UP student leaders do not engage in traditional politics.This GASC is 



composed of genuine student leaders of the Filipino people, thus there is no harm in discussing pertinent issues first. 

Point entirely based in the existence and point of why the SCs are actually here. 

 

UPV CAS SC (Racadio) 

Point of manifestation in support of UPD USC. Wala namang masama if sundin yung nasa proposed agenda. Kasi in the 

first place, this assembly has been moved. So sinsinin mga detalye ng council reports and then yung sa proposals. 

 

UPD CSWCD SC (Tagala) 

Support to UPD USC, kasi kung ipupush yung proposal to amend the CRSRS, maghihintay talaga tayo to discuss yan. 

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

Asked the gentleman from UPM Med to withdraw his counter proposal. 

 

SR Conti 

Clarification, we will target to finish all agenda. 

 

UPB USC (Daupan) 

Amendment of CRSRS is urgent, and if hindi ito na-actionan agad, mga problema ay maaapektuhan ang performance ng 

ating magiging student regent. 

 

UPD CSSP SC 

Clarification on the motion of the lady from UPD USC. The counter proposal can be withdrawn because it has been 

seconded. 

 

UPM USC 

Object the counter proposal from UPM Med SC to revise. Practicality wise, we have to discuss first the SR report and the 

issues. In the past GASCs, sobrang tagal ng amendment.So if mauuna yung seventh amendment, masusuffer yung quality 

ng discussion. Objection to UPB USC, malaking insulto na urgent ang amendment. 

 

 

UPLB CEM SC (Desambrana) 

Support sa UPD USC and UPM USC. Mas maganda na pagusapan natin ang mga issues and campaigns kasi nandito na 

tayo mga SCS ng UP System, at mas maganda pagbalik natin, may concrete actions. Balikan ang oryentasyon ng SCs. 

Binuo mga ito para manguna sa laban ng mga estudyante. 

 

UPD CMC SC 

Manifestation of support sa UPM USC. Idiscuss daw ang more impt issues and there is nothing more important than the 

student regent report. Tumakbo tayo sa council na ito in the service of the people and our constituents, and hindi 

naman para sa pag-amend ng CRSRS. 

  

UPM CAS SC (Racadio) 

Sa approval pa lang ng agenda, sobrang daming time na ginugol. Mas mahalagang bagay ang dapat idiscuss, pero ito pa 

lang ....Manifestation of support to UPM USC and UPD USC. We can allot time for everything. Lahat naman tayo 

nagkakaisa na bigyan ng service ang mga constituents natin. Yung proposal, it can wait. Bakit hindi makapaghintay ng 

lang oras na lang? 

 

UPD CSSP SC 

Point of manifestation. Personally agree na mahalaga ang issues natin sa bansa. Nakakalungkot na tatlong daan ang 

nasawi. Hindi lahat nun kailangan unahin. Kasi I know in fact hindi pa lahat ng UP mindanao ay nakarating. Maraming 

flights ang nadelay today. Totoo nga talaga na dapat pag-usapan. 

 



SR Conti 

We will finish on the 21st  of December 

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

Truly disturbed. If there is truth that some councils are leaving tonight, there is more urgency in these issues. 957 

people died. It is disturbing that we have time to say these things, but those from Northern Mindanao need more help. 

Will these amendments exactly increase the budget, teach the UP student body, give water to those affected by the 

calamity?We have an SR who will report. Utter disappointment to those leaders who have manifested the urgency of 

amendments than Sendong victims. 

 

UPV CAS SC (Racadio) 

Nagstart tayo late na, ang tagal tagal na nagsimula,Ang tagal tagal na magapprove ng agenda. We want a better GASC 

that’s why ngayon pa lang gusto na maapprove ang agenda. We are disappointed. Kaya lahat ng mga nasa agenda 

mahalaga kaya lahat yan itatackle. Maraming pumunta para malaman ang updates ng ibang units. 

 

UPM Pharm SC (Manalo) 

Dapat sinsinin yung agenda. 

 

UPM Med SC (Alacapa) 

Ponit of Manifestation. Madam SR already mentioned lahat ng mapag-uusapan. Argument raised was based on time, 

effort and precedence. The gentleman from UP Manila mentioned na dapat we should prioritize this, sabi nga niya yung 

amendments sa CRSRS takes a lot of time, therfore the amendments should nbe prioritize so Point of manifestation, 

some council members manifested feeling of being insulted. Clarification, we never insulted the victims of the typhoon. 

Another point, the lady form another council mentioned that the registration was delayed. We should ask the 

organizers. 

 

SR Conti 

We are the organizers. We started at 10:10, but there are issues regarding the registration, long line, issues regarding 

the payment. We started at around 12. We will write your sponsors and the administration a clarification letter about 

the registration fee.  

 

 

UPD NCPAG SG (de Guzman) 

Point of Manifestation, agree with the points raised by the two sides regarding the importance of topics to be discussed 

today. As what the other councils have pointed earlier that we have a nation in crisis. So mas urgent bigyan ng pansin 

ang agenda numbers 5 and 6. Do we have an OSR who is in crisis? Are we that isolated sa mga social happenings? And 

besides, I think as a Public Administration student, more than policy-making and decision-making, the GASC should be a 

venue for students and student leaders to air their concerns. Kasi minsan lang tayo magkitakita sa isang taon. Especially 

dun sa mga regional units. Marami pumunta rito bitbit ang ibat ibang ssues and concerns. 

 

SR asks two members of the assembly to help her in the recognition of next speakers: Ms. Trazona from UPM USC 

and Mr. Zapatan.  

 

UPV USC (Sorongon) 

We humbly submit our justification why we need to have the agenda as is. So first, the concerns of the body to put the 

proposal for amendments on CRSRS at the last part of our agenda. First, we are pushing for the “as is” of the summary of 

the agenda because of the level of priority and how do we determine the level of priority, it is to determine the level of 

the problem. The substancial problem is more problematic than the technical problem which is imbodied by the CRSRS. 

Second, if there’s a problem, there’s a need to find a soultion and what is the impact of the solution. If we find solutions 

to the problems we have now, we can make an impact not only to our university but to our communities. If we discuss 

the problem on the CRSRS which I see no problem, it would only impact a certain sector. What are we here for? More 



impactful solutions for other sectors? Or just in the university? Personally, I think as student leaders, our role is not just 

inside the university but also outside the university. So madam chair, as much as those people from Mindanao need 

water we also need to get solutions as soon as possible. 

 

UPD LSG  

I like to manifest and enjoin the body to exercise respect for charity. We also like to manifest that we should work as to 

rationalize things because there was a motion properly submitted to the body and we should be discusisng the motion 

at hand.  We have to tackle other issues, as we have been talking about what is to discuss here in GASC. To determine 

what is more important, I suggest that we allot 5 mins for debate, hearing from both sides, then we divide the house. 

 

SR Conti 

A motion to debate, hearing from each side for 5 minutes. 

 

UPD LSG 

While we understand other issues, we should also understand that motions should be properly submitted. 

 

 

Objection from UPD USC 

 

 

UPD USC (Melad) 

Objection coming from UPD USC. To consider that we starting this GASC, nagkakaroon na tayo ng division. To solve the 

issues in the university dapat concensus. We object to divide the house. 

 

UP LSG (Lamug) 

We yield to that consensus building is desirable. But we should also acknowledge that it may not be possible. The 

reason why I want to make a debate, to hear from each side. kasi ito, madedelay at madedelay tayo.  

 

UPD AIT SC (Reyes) 

 

We all believe that all student councils present here believe that we need to find solutions to all our problems in 

Mindanao, Visayas and so on. I believe Madama Chair that all disagreements will rise on proposal to amend crsrs and 

proposal to place the pertinent issues first. My point here is, most of our disagreements will arise from point number 7, 

that is why we should prioritize it first. it is more imprtant. We should agree on the disagreements first, and then spend 

time on our agreements sa issues.  

 

 

SR Conti 

I think yung sinasabi niya eh, unahin muna natin yung mahirap, tsaka pumunta dun sa madali. 

 

 

UPD USC (Alcantara) 

I express my support to the counter proposal of the gentleman from UPM Med SC. First, all the items in agenda are all 

important, so proposal to amend the CRSRS is just as important as other agenda. Since the CRSRS are rules that govern 

the selection of our Student Regent, our sole representation to the BOR. Secondly, the GASC is our only venue to talk 

about the CRSRS and the amendments as proposed by other student councils. Lastly, last year, I was a part of the GASC. 

During the discussion, the proposal for amendments has been moved to number four, the same way that the gentleman 

from UPM Med SC is proposing. And it did not negatively affect the quality of discussion after the proposed amendments 

were discussed. So I strongly support the counter proposal of UPM Med SC. 

 

SR Conti 



Next round of recognition, UPLB USC, UPMin USC, UPCebu SC, UPD SLIS SC, UPM Med SC 

 

UPLB USC (Lemence) 

Gusto ko lang i-manifest na sa UPLB, we have student organizations who have organized relief operations and activities 

to support those people from northern mindanao. Gusto ko lang i-appeal sa body na pinagtatalunan natin na mauna 

yung proposal, yung inuuna ng student organizations ay mga relief operations and we are student councils. Lahat tayo 

nag-aagree na importante yung mga issues. Pero sa agenda no.7, lahat ba tayo may gustong i-amend sa CRSRS? In terms 

of priorities and with the way the things are happening in Mindanao, we should discuss that at tayo ang manguna. 

 

SR Conti 

Point of Information,there are 4 councils who forwarded their proposed amendments. 4 councils out of 52. 

 

UPD CSWCD SC (Miguel) 

I would like to ask those persons who are pushing for these proposals to amend the CRSRS, have you experienced losing 

your loved ones? Kasi as far as I know yung nagbigay ng counter proposal ay from UPM Med SC and isa siyang Med 

student. I would like to ask kung anong priority niya? Kasi this is getting so unproductive. Sana nakapaggawa na tayo ng 

kung anong kilos ang gagawin natin. 

 

SR Conti 

Point of Order for Mr. Tejano from UPD CSSP SC 

Point of Order for Ms. Miguel, we cannot address the members of the body directly. Things should be address to the 

provisional chair.  

 

UPD CSWCD SC (Miguel) 

Kasi this is getting so unproductive. Kung kanina pa sana tayo nakapagusap, nakapaggawa na sana tayo ng kung anong 

kilos ang gagawin natin. 

 

UPMin USC (Cagula) 

Point Of Manifestation sa concerns ng UPD and UPM. Since ni-rireiterate nila yung concerns ng victims ng Sendong, In 

behalf of the UP Mindanao and the Mindanaoans, I would like to urge the body to discuss these matters first. And we 

should also discuss the existence of UPM SHS in Koronadal. Matagal pong bumiyahe si Vencent para po magpunta dito 

para irepresent at iforward ang issues and concerns ng Koronadal. As we know po, ang UPM SHS in Koronadal ang 

pinakabatang UP Campus at marami po itong kakulangan sa pasilidad. Sana po idiscuss muna natin ang pertinent issues 

ng bawat unit. 

 

UP Cebu SC (Gomez) 

I see nothing wrong with the agenda. Point of Manifestation, nadidisturb po ako doon sa mga councils na pumunta lang 

dito sa GASC para sa amendments. The GASC is a venue to for Student Councils to meet and discuss issues not only in UP 

but in society at large. Yung mga biktima po ng Sendong, hindi na po makakahintay para sa malinis na tubig. Second, 

yung budget. Yung CRSRS pwede naman siya i-tackle pero I-move lang ng few hours. I also want to point out that I am 

also present at last year’s GASC, at base sa social practice, mayroong mga konseho na hindi na nagstay and walked out 

after the discussion of the amendments. Shame sa mga para student councils na nagpunta lang dito for amendments 

and shame doon sa mga student councils na nagwalk-out last year after madiscuss ang amendments.  

 

UPD SLIS SC (Roque) 

From SLIS SC, we would like to express our support on the motion by the lady from UPD USC. Ang pinaka-essence 

naman ng GASC ay madiscuss yung mga important issues. At ang pinaka-essence naman ng Student Councils ay 

maaddress ang concerns ng students and ng lahat ng Pilipino. May nangyari nga na hindi inaasahan, nasalanta ang 

Northern Mindanao. So I guess mas mahalaga na madiscuss natin kung ano ang pwede nating itulong bilang Student 

Councils. Regarding the amendments for CRSRS, nagkakaroon ng amendment kasi may mali o may problema. Wala 

naman tayong nakitang problema sa SR. So bakit natin uunahin yung amendments kung hindi naman ganun ka pressing 



yung issue para palitan o baguhin yung CRSRS para sa susunod na SR. Sana mabalikan natin kung bakit pinatawag ang 

GASC, hindi lang para sa CRSRS, kundi para madiscuss din ang mga issues. 

 

UPM Med SC  (Alacapa) 

We agree to the lady from UPD USC, this is the venue where we conduct the amendments. Many colleges have received 

donations. UPM Med SC has already organized projects. We suggest a concern na nagmamatter sa lahat na wala pa 

tayong nagawa. I would not like to be redundant.  

 

SR Conti 

I hope we can at least address Sendong today. 

 

UPB USC (Daupan) 

Nakakagawa tayo relief operations ng UP as a whole nang hindi kailangan mag meet as a general assembly.  

 

UPM USC (Arguelles) 

Yes, merong hiwahiwalay na efforts. But what we need is collective action. What more can we achieve if we work 

together? Nagpaparty si Pnoy, tapos mga UP SCs, hindi nagkakasundo. It may be a question of integrity.Hindi naman 

kailangan mag mobilize para i-amend sa crsrs. And tanong, how can we help? 

 

UPV CAS SC (Racadio) 

Hindi yun redundancy. Kasi we come here as unified student leaders. Dito po sa GASC, we need a more systematic 

unified action para matugunan hindi lamang ang sendong kundi para lahat ng problems. Natatakot ba sila na hindi 

maaamend ang crsrs?? 

 

UPD CMC SC 

Support sa objection sa motion para baguhin ang agenda. Isang malaking insulto sa kasaysayan na bilang isang lider 

estudyante na unahin ang ating sariling interes na baguhin ang CRSRS. Isang insulto hindi  napatunayan na handa tayo 

tumulong bilang mga amamayang Pilipino. Panindigan natin at patunayan ang sinumpaan natin bilang mga lider 

estudyante. 

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

Point Of Inquiry address to the gentemen from UPD CSSPSC, UPM Med, and UPB USC. Please enlighten me how the issue 

with the amendments in the CRSRS is more inportant than the lives of the students and the people at hand. 

 

UPLB CA SC 

Point of Inquiry. Nalilito sa urgency na sinasabi kasi may hakbang na sinusulong. Hindi naman sinabi na hindi itatackle.  

Quote from the primer of the OSR. Yung insulto na pansarling interes naman, we think na nakakatulong sa lahat ng mga 

iskolar ng bayan ang sinusulong namin. Mismong sa araw ba na ito, magagawa natin mga yun? 

 

UPD ESC (Gonzales) 

Point Of Manifestation to retain the agenda. Lahat naman nagagawa natin, so bakit hindi na lang ipagpatuloy ang 

agenda. At kung ididiscuss naman lahat, bakit kailangan pa magkaroon ng switch and objection? Ngayon, sasabihin 

natin na walang effect yun sa ating agenda, so bakit kailangan pang iswitch? 

 

UPB USC (Daupan) 

Point Of Manifestation sa UPLB CASC: Concerned naman tayo sa ibang issues. At dahil pambansang krisis, pwede 

naman magpuyat lahat para mapagusapan. Nandito tayo ngayon sa GASC para pagusapan ang CRSRS. May problema 

tayo sa CRSRS. 2010, tatlo ang SR Natin. 

 

UPD CAL SC (Alzona) 



Point of Manifestation. Main point is we are looking at the product of the CRSRS. Hinaharap natin ngayong student 

regent na confident one, wala namang problema. Bukod din dun, gusto ko icongratulate ang efforts ng student councis 

sa relief drive. The people are waiting for us to make an action. Why not do it now? 

 

UPD USC 

True student representation. A number of students pushed for amendments. And clear naman, by something that UP CA 

said, that we need to discuss the CRSRS. And hindi lang sariling interes ng students. At hindi dapat natin kunin ang 

monopolyo ng concern. Kaya nating lahat makipagpuyatan para makaprovide ng solutions and para makapagforward, 

we need to finish the CRSRS. 

 

UPM CAS SC (Quiogue) 

Urgent ang matter kasi marami nang mga namamatay. Baka yung 900+ na namatay ay dumoble. Para sa amin, kaya 

namang mag-antay nitong mga amendments na ito. May mamamatay ba sa atin? May mamamatay talaga kapag wala 

tayong gagawin. At itong pagamend ng CRSRS ay para sa benefit ng nakararami? Eh bakit apat lang po ang mag send ng 

amendment? And yung binasa ko, parepareho lang naman. Bakit hindi natin kayang pagpuyatan itong amendments? 

 

UPM Med SC (Alacapa) 

Address the Point Of Manifestation per inquiry of the lady in  black. Tinanong niya na hindi ba more urgent yun? If I may 

ask you, what have you done? The lady in black should have done something other from Saturday. To put it into other 

words, sa manifestation ng UP Mindanao. Yes, this is a matter of urgency and yet, what have we done? We should have 

done something since last Saturday. So all we need to do is to consolidate them later. So wala pa tayong nagagawa para 

sa GASC? Re dun sa bagyo, bakit hindi na tayo magpatawag ng GASC every after may bagyo? 

 

 

 

UPD CSSP SC 

Point of Manifestation. There are four amendments rather than eight issues. So unahin na ang mas kaunti. Kagagaling ko 

lang po sa labas at ang bango. 

 

UPD Educ SC 

Ang lumalabas, ang special concern ay typhoon sendong kaya dapat mauna siya sa CRSRS. And then other campaigns 

will go next. I move to amend the counter-proposal. Typhoon sendong will move up. 

 

UPD USC 

So is the main motion effectively amended? 

 

The motion was seconded. 

 

SR Conti 

The motion has been duly seconded 

 

UPLB USC (Lemence) 

Recognize the efforts of the OSR. 

Point Of Inquiry, kailan ulit ang next SR selection? April. Kailan ang calamity sa Mindanao? Ngayon.Kailan naapprove 

ang UP Budget? Nov 19. Sa GASC, we should plan what the whole UP system plan to do. Kung ilang beses naman pala 

prinopose and amendments, personally, nakakasawa naman. Let’s give respect sa mga nakatatandang SCs na ito ang 

ginamit na CRSRS. Nasabi naman din kanina, na kung kayang pagpuyatan ang campaigns, kaya naman pagpuyatan ang 

amendments. 

 

UPB USC (Daupan) 



Nasascrap na ang mas important. Unang proposal ay itaas ang amendment ng CRSRS. Yung importance shifted to 

urgency, tapos hiwalay na ang typhoon sendong. Mas mabilis matapos kapag una ang special concerns. Bakit natin 

kailangan imove ang proposal sa itaas kung ang GASC na ito ay scheduled for two days. So ngayon na pagusapan ang 

issues. 

 

UPD USC 

In defense of our council, you can approach us to ask what we have done because not everyone are traditional 

politicians. 

 

UPM USC (Arguelles) 

Main pont, summarize everything.  

1. Urgency-it is very clear that the typhoon hapened sometime this week, while we were having our KASAMA sa UP 

NatCon. We have the solutions for these. We have twelve resoutions, in fact. And even that point, our councils have 

called out solutions. A matter of urgency, magpapasko na po. Mga kapwa natin students ng up na sina ericsson acosta at 

maricon montajes. 

 

Maseselect ba ang SR ngayon? As a matter of urgency, time, on the first level, panalo po ang original amendment. 

 

Second. May namatay ba sa bagyo? Marami. May mga hindi makakapagaral pag binaba ang budget? Marami. 

Kaya dito sa UPV ginawa para makita ang issues tapos amendments pa rin? 

 

Importance. Political detainees. It is an issue of human rights. 

 

Mas mahalaga pa rin ang amendments? 

 

Kung ang interes ay para paglingkuran ang sambayanan, mamili na natin ang kung ano ang tunay na impt at ano ang 

tunay na urgent. 

 

SR left for CR break, SESC assigned to preside 

 

UPD CMC SC 

Point Of Manifesttaion is related to what the SR said a while ago. That the UP admin contacted her. And that’s the 

urgency we are looking for. Because we can unite our efforts. Iba pa rin kapag ang GASC ang mag unite. At maghihintay 

ang UP admin. So I would like to manifest our support to what the lady from UP diliman has said. 

 

 

UPCebu SC   

I would like to express our objection na mag mobilize tayo. Second, yung sinabi ng UPLB CA SC na we are to tackle the 

amendments. Clear hindi ito nililimitahan na itackle ang pertinent issues. May urgency na ipaglaban ang campaigns ng 

OSR. 

 

UPD LSG 

May I enjoin everyone who would like to speak to avoid arguing for sendong because it’s moot. Let us not rely on the 

wisdom of the previous GASC. It is a different context and in 2005, the amendments were carried. There are only four 

councils who submitted amendments so the general feel is everyone is against. So it is up to then to make us agree. We 

don’t have any other venue to convene as a body but this does not mean that other issues are less important. 

 

UPLB USC (Valle) 

Dagdag sa urgent issues, yung mga demolition cases sa QC dahil sa pagtayo ng business establishments. Ang UPD ay 

nangunguna sa campaigns ang last time pinuntahan namin ang fishermen and ganoon ang hinaharap nila ngayon. So 

typhoon sendong is not the only issue. Let s not be reactionary. 



 

UPLB CEM SC (Desambrana) 

Concrete examples na nagpapatunay na hindi okay ang naganap last time na nagkaroon ng dalawang student regents. 

Life and death ang pinaguusapan sa typhoon and tungkol sa sense of redundancy, hindi lamang typhoon sendong ang 

paguusapan natin. Mas matutuwa ang buong sambayanan kung ang mga campaigns ang unahin kung saan mas marami 

ang makakabenefit. 

 

UPV USC  (Sorongon) 

The memo has substantial issues we need to discuss. We can never achieve that certain..... that’s why we would like to 

put the motion to a vote. 

 

UPM USC (Arguelles) 

Objection to the motion to put the matter to a vote. There are problems with the confirmation. 

 

 

1 hour recess called at 2:17 P.M. 

Presiding officer asked the UPD USC and UP Visayas SCs as to how many more minutes will the caucus of the 

two SCs be finished. 

UPD USC and UP Visayas SCs extended their caucus timeto 5 minutes. 

Presiding officer called for the wrap up of unit caucuses of UPD USC and UPV SCs and that the session wil 

resume in two minutes. 

Presiding Officer called for all the delegates to be in the session hall. 

Presiding Officer called the session into order. 

Resumption of the session at 3:41 P.M. 

 

 

UPD USC  (Garcia) 

Parliamentary Inquiry. There were UP Diliman students who texted me that there is a political party in this room who is 

feeding information regarding the proceedings of the session. Meron ba ditong taga-UPD na miyembro ng political party 

na ito na nag-u-update nang live via facebook at nandito sa GASC na hindi SC? Na nag-a-update ng nangyayari sa GASC 

via Facebook. This is becoming very partisan. But if the body would say na walang miyembro dito, baka pwedeng 

sabihin natin na huwag maniwala sa balitang ito. 

 

SR Conti 

Only publication will be allowed as observers as per previous years. As to live tweets and feeds, we’ll have to decide on 

that. But basing on the proposed House Rules by the Presiding Rules, in the sense of integrity, sana ay huwag nang 

ipaalam sa buong mundo. Online tweets are prone of inaccuracy and incompleteness.  

 

Presiding Officer appealed to the body to stop live tweeting 

 

UPD USC  (Garcia) 

Appeal to the body to be vigilant about this. Kung may makita, paki-report agad sa presiding officer or sa secretariat. 

 

SR Conti 

We are at the point of discussing the agenda, we are reaching a stalemate. Next round of recognitions. 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

Parliamentary Inquiry. It was raised earlier that currently we have no agreed upon system of agreement. In line with 

that, how are we going to decide on the summary of agenda? Are we going to have a consensus? Motion to lay the 

Approval of the Agenda on the table and proceed on the Approval House Rules.For us to decide on how we are to decide 

on the matters. 



 

SR Conti 

Thank you! In the normal order of business, approval of the agenda should be tackled first. As to what system we are 

going to use, it should be the previous House Rules. Nakakatakot na wala pa tayong agenda.  So, there is a motion to lay 

the Approval of the Agenda on the table and proceed on the Approval House Rules. 

 

Motion has been seconded  

 

UPD USC 

Are we going to consider the motion of the gentleman from UPD CSSP SC? 

 

SR Conti 

Is there a concensus as to that? 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

I think there is a concensus on that. 

 

SR Conti 

No objections. Motion carried. Approval of the Agenda has been laid on the table. The next set to the proposed set 

of agenda is the approval of the house rules. Please refer to your kits. 

 

III. Approval of the House Rules 
 

Started the reading of the proposed House Rules 

 

On the House Rules 

Article I – Session 

Section 1. Approved by consensus 

Section 2. Approved by consensus 

Section 3. Approved by consensus 

Section 4. A motion was raised to amend the said motion. 

 

UPM Med SC (Alacapa) 

Point of Inquiry. Meron bang nakalagay dun sa memo na only confirmed delegates will be allowed in the deliberation? 

 

SR Conti 

In the memo, there is none. But on the 3rd memo, we specificied that student councils need to confirm on the said date. 

Any more discussion? 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

Moved to amend Article1, Section 4, for the house rules to accommodate all the student council members in the UP 

system present to participate in the GASC. What is the rationale behind this? There are student councils who travelled a 

long way to attend the GASC. It is very undemocratic. 

 

SR Conti 

There’s a motion to amend Acticle 1, section 4. From “confirmed”, there is a proposal to  change it to “present”, any 

objections? 

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 



Objection...The 2010 House Rules is still applicable as of now. I believe that there is no issue here on the right to 

represent, it is a duty, a responsibility. No repression of rights...It is a duty. It is a duty and there is a failure to comply in 

the requirement of confirming. There is a duty to confirm. There is already a risk. There is nothing wrong in the 

provision. Be diligent enough, be responsible enough. There is no deprivation of any rights. There should be compliance 

on the requirement.  

 

Order of Recognition, UPD College of Science, UP Baguio, UPM Med, LSG 

 

SR Conti 

I sent the memorandum at least earlier than the previous student regents. I gave the memorandum more than one 

month before the GASC. It was indicated specifically that we will meet at this assembly, this time, this place. Pls. confirm 

by Dec. 2. Dec. 2, is that too far off? I thought Dec. 2 is the most appropriate time para makapagbook ng ticket.  Logistical 

matters are not the concern of this matter. But we have to know if we can have a quorum on that day to proceed and 

continue the GASC. This is confirmation requirement and I carried it over Cori Co’s term because it was reasonable, it 

was legitimate and was not in any way violating any of your rights.  

 

I only know two late confirmations because I personally verified. They have difficulty in confirming there delegation – 

SHS units, Koronadal and Palo. Ako ang naglakad ng pera. I asked money from President Pascual. I wrote their names.  

 

10 December is the latest confirmation called for SHS Koronadal and Palo. There are 4-5 people who confirmed just 

yesterday, 8:50? 2:39? And today we have surprise guests.  

 

 

UPD CS SC (Bernardo) 

Ano yung cons ng hindi natin pagsali sa mga delegates na hindi nagconfirm? Kung titingnan natin ang rules ng GASC, 

gusto talaga natin makapunta ang lahat ng UP councils sa buong UP system. We want to have a maximum participation 

in the GASC. Mahirap kasi magconfirm kasi umabot ang bagyo.Maski ako mismo ay nahirapang magconfirm. So sinasabi 

niyo na duty nila yung pagcoconfirm, pero kayo rin ang nagsabi na merong mga SCs dito na GASC Virgins, na di nila alam 

na may house rules pala tayo. Ignorance nila yun sa part na yun.  

 

UPB USC (Daupan)) 

May panibagong members tayo ngayon sa Student Councils. Tayo ang dapat magdecide kung ano ang magiging house 

rules natin. Regarding schedule of deadline of confirmation, paiba-iba ang deadline ng confirmation.Ano ba talaga ang 

schedule? Next point wala kang (to SR) sinabi sa memo na hindi tatanggapin ang mga hindi nagconfirm. 

The GASC is not a property of Noynoy, it is not a property of Pascual nor the property of SR. The GASC is our property. It 

is us to decide. 

 

UPM Med SC (Alacapa) 

I echo the statement of the UPB USC. I asked if it was written in the memo. But the madam chair said that it is not. So 

therefore it is very unsafe and unfair to assume that everyone already knows on the House Rules when in fact that there 

are new members in the SCs. Second, the inconsistencies, the changes. Informed ba lahat na kelangan magconfirm? 

Point of Inquiry, ano ang registration requirements na tinutukoy? 

 

SR Conti 

The registration requirement is to confirm by December 2-3 2011. The submission of the reply slip and the list of names 

of the delegates. 

 

UPM Med SC (Alacapa) 

Point of inquiry, kumpleto po ba ang reply slip ng lahat ng mga delegates ng GASC? 

Point of manifestation. I would like to see the confirmed delegates as to who are consistent and written on the list by 

the OSR Secretariat. Can you show us? To see who are really consistent and if the secretariat is transparent.  



 

SR Conti 

I personally delivered all the memo for all the Chairpersons of UP Manila. 

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

Parliamentary Inquiry, I would like to know if the gentleman from UPM Med SC has actually the right in invoking and 

demand an evidence to prove. This is being allowed by the kindness of the heart of the presiding officer. 

 

OSR Secretariat shows the list of the confirmed delegates and clarified some of the issues raised that involves 

the Secretariat 

 

SR explains the format of the list of the confirmed delegates 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

Point of manifestation on the list. It is very unfortunate for us kasi pinaglaban ang pagpunta dito to represent. 

 

UPD CAL SC (Alzona) 

All the discussion on the applicability is irrelevant. It is only incidental. What we have now is that we have the power to 

change the rules that we have now. What I can say is, let’s look on the provisions first. So, let us go back first in the 

rationale of the said provision. My point is we can opt to discuss first. We can focus on amending the provision... 

 

 

 

UPV CAS SC (Racadio) 

Magsasalita ako ngayon in behalf of the host councils for the GASC. Pakiusap po sa body na lawakan ang pang-uunawa. 

Ang host council ay may part sa pag-organize ng activity na ito. Unang-una, kami sa CAS-SC, hindi naman nakasaad doon 

na kailangang magconfirm or what so ever, pero kelangan pa rin nating kulitin ang confirmation of our delegation. Hindi 

madali ang lahat-lahat para sa amin at napakaimportante para sa amin ang confirmation ng mga delegates namin. 

Mahirap ba ang magconfirm?Unfair daw? Napakasimpleng bagay lang po ng pagkoconfirm. Isipin naman sana na ilang 

araw kaming hindi nakatulog dahil sa pag-aasikaso ng mga accommodation at paghihintay ng confirmation ng 

delegates. Intindihan po sana natin na kami mismo na mga host SCs ay nagconfirm dahil ni-rerespeto namin ang memo 

ng OSR. 

 

UPD USC (Ildesa) 

Someone said earlier that it is a duty by the SC officers to comply with the reply slip. But isn’t it a duty also by the SCs to 

represent here in the GASC? Ano ba yung downside of having another people in this assembly na wala sa list? Is it 

something na ma-co-compromise ang GASC? Kung kayo mag-organize, alam ko rin yung hirap...hindi niyo rin ba naisip 

na wala silang pera tapos virgin pa sa GASC. I don’t want to reprimand the mandate to represent the College of 

Engineering that my constituents have given me. 

 

UP Cebu  SC (Gomez) 

Yung sa House Rules po, magshi-share na lang po kami ng experience. Kami in UP Cebu, kahit wala kaming pera, 

nagconfirm pa rin kami dahil kaya namang paraanan ang pera.Sa tingin namin, well-represented naman yung mga 

colleges ng iba’t ibang mga units. Tingnan na lamang po natin ang mga delegates ngayon. For example, yung UPB at UPD 

LSG, mawawalan ba kayo ng representation kung hindi makakasama yung ibang mga hindi nagconfirm. Wag i-base ang 

demokrasya sa number.  

 

UPM SHS Palo SC (Dayag) 

Yung experience namin sa UP Palo, kahit na late kami dahil sa bagyo, nagconfirm pa rin talaga kami kasi iniisip namin 

na hindi madali yung pag-aasikaso ng mga bagay-bagay. I agree with the lady of UPD USC na sana ay maging responsible 

naman po tayo kasi hindi naman po mahirap yung pagco-confirm. Feeling ko, kahit nasa Section 1 Article 4 pa lang tayo, 



humahaba na ang ating discussion. Kumakain tayo ng malaking oras para sa ganitong usapan. I think siguro magmove 

na tayo sa susunod natin i-di-discuss. 

 

UPV USC (Sorongon) 

We would want to proceed already on the next discussions. I would like to define what is confirmation. Confirmation – 

you will attend. Non-confirmation – you will not attend. 1. Pre-requisite of democracy is participation. If we are talking 

on the responsibility in the Student Council is participation and confirmation. If you are talking about being a virgin, it 

does not mean that if you are a virgin in the gasc, you are not good. 

 

UPD EPP SC (Oquias) 

Lahat tayo dito nahirapan.Pinag-uusapan natin yung duty. Evident na sa OSR na ginawa nila ang duty nila. How come 

tayo na mga student leaders ay hindi nagcomply sa duty natin. Inadjust na nila ang confirmation pero bakit hindi pa rin 

tayo nakapagconfirm. Mahiya naman tayo sa mga constituents natin, confirmation pa lang, hindi na natin nagawa? 

Kanina tinanong natin kung ano ang downside ng pagpapahintulot sa mga hindi nagconfirm, kung papalagpasin ito, 

mauulit at mauulit ang ganito sa susunod. Responsibility natin as student leaders ay dapat ma-establish ngayon pa lang. 

 

UPV SOTECH SC (Bajala) 

Bilang host council, tama po yung sinabi ng UPV CAS SC na mahirap po talaga yung pag-aasikaso sa activity. Paano 

maayos yung mga bagay kung hindi malalaman kung sino ang delegates. Sa SC namin, may mga kasama kami na hindi 

nagconfirm pero gusto magparticipate. Sana mabigyan ng pagkakataon na makapagparticipate.  

 

 

 

UPM USC (Arguelles) 

Kanina pa po ni-ri-raise na tayo raw po na nagconfirm na mga SCs ay unfair sa mga kasama na hindi nagconfirm. Gusto 

ko lang po sabihin na kayo ang unfair sa amin. Pangalawa po, student representation, hindi lang yan pagpunta, kasama 

dyan ang responsibility. And now, nagraraise ako ng doubt, can a student council say that they are innocent at di 

nagconfirm pero sabay-sabay ang pagpunta rito sa venue? Kanina pa nagkacast ng doubt sa OSR at sa secretariat na 

kitang kita naman na ginawa yung part nila, yung mga di pa nagconfirm yung naninisi, sila na nga yung hindi sumunod 

sa proseso. Last part, kanina pa natin sinasabi, sa hindi natin pagconfirm, paano kung wala tayong quorum? Paano kung 

sa hindi natin pagconfirm ay hindi matuloy ang gasc dahil akala walang quorum? Tapos biglang magkaka quorum? 

 

UP PHARM SC (Manalo) 

Yung sa registration kasi, confirmation is participation. May nag-open kanina na yung registration ay late nagstart. 

Siguro kailangan nating tingnan na na-late tayo dahil sa commotion na naganap sa labas dulot ng unconfirmation ng 

ibang mga tao. Sa mga hindi nagconfirm, para sa akin, ang tingkin ko sa kanila,  ang tingin nila dito sa GASC ay parang 

isang fastfood...pwedeng biglang dadating at saka aalis. GASC is a restaurant, we have to have reservations. 

 

UPLB CAS SC (Erese) 

Point of inquiry, sigurado po ba tayong kompleto yung list natin of confirmed delegates. Ang pagconfirm sa araw ng 

binigay na deadline, tapos hindi ako pupunta, isa iyong sampal sa akin sa mga taong aking sinasakupan na nagconfirm 

ako tapos hindi ako pumunta. Thought ko lang po dun, mahirap pong magbigay ng salita. Sana po ay isama pa rin ang 

mga SCs na ngayon lamang dumating. Nung una po, nagconfirm po talaga ako dahil akala ko, okey na talaga ako. Ngunit 

nung lagpas na ng confirmation date akala ko di na ako makakapunta. 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

Nakakahiya na hindi nakapagconfirm ang iba sa ating mga kasama dahil nagkaron sila ng espisipikong problema, pero 

hindi rin naman natin pwedeng isisi sa kanila ang hindi pagconfirm kasi theres incertainty. Nahirapan yung karamihan 

dahil sa kakulangan sa pera. I think that this economic condition should not cause repression...Sa mga ni-ri-raise ng host 

council, re: accommodation, pwede naman natin silang hanapan ng ibang accommodation. Or kung sa pagkain, pwede 

naman natin silang hindi pakainin. Huli po sa lahat, ano po ang ibig sabihin natin nung inosente at hindi inosente? 



 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

Manifestation of disappointment. Nakakalungkot na tayo po ay mga student leaders ngunit hindi natin kayang punahin 

ang ating mga sarili kung tayo ay nagkakamali. Kung nagkamali, magwasto, punahin ang sarili.  Nakakalungkot, wala na 

nga pong nagpuna, hindi na nga nagconfirm, sila pa ang naninisi ng ibang tao. How do we make these rights operative 

by these SC doing their duties. Kung merong dapat akusahan dito ng represyon at inagawan ng karapatan ang kanilang 

mga constituents para sa representation, sila yun! Dahil di nila ginawa ang kanilang basic duties. Nakakahiya! 

Nakakagalit! Kahit madaming ginagawa, nakapagcomply pa din. Hindi po namin kasalanan kung hindi kayo 

nakapagconfirm. Meron tayong rule. Nais kong hamunin ang mga taong ito na magpuna sa sarili at magwasto.  

 

UPLB USC (Valle) 

For the gentleman in UPB when he said that the GASC is our property. Re: food and accommodation na sinasabi ng CSSP 

SC. Hindi po. We need to confirm that the venue is big enough for us. For the Secretariat, kailangan nila yun para i-

ensure din ang ating security. Kasi sila ang magiging liable. 

 

UPD CMC SC (Cristobal) 

The students have the right to be represented the SCs do not have the right to represent, it is actually our duty and 

responsibility to represent...yung ganitong mentality na kapag tinanong ka tapos sinasabi mo na “ewan,” etc. Masyadong 

napakabackward po nun. As SCs, we have to take the lead. 

 

UPD CS SC (Bernardo) 

Gusto ko lang sabihin yung naramdaman namin tungkol dun sa sinabi ng lady from UP Cebu. Masakit. Hindi ako 

naniniwala na directly proportional sila sa isa’t isa. Alam naman natin kung ano ang history ng OSR, di ba? Ilang beses 

tayong na-ti-technical kaya na-thi-threaten ang ating representasyon. Naniniwala ako na hindi kami titigil sa paglaban 

sa pagdi-debate rito para sa aming representasyon. Naniniwala kami na dapat pasalihin ang lahat ng mga nandito 

ngayon, nagconfirm man o hindi. 

 

UPD ESC (Gonzales) 

Sa usapin sa representasyon, kaya nga magcoconfirm ka dahil gusto mong magrepresent. Kung talagang walang-wala 

talaga, medyo malaki rin talaga ang babayaran dito.Kahit ako ay nagko-call-off-on-off-on ako.Pero naparaanan pa rin 

naman dahil pwede ka namang magconfirm through text. Kahit na virgin tayo sa GASC, meron tayong tinatawag na Mr. 

Magtanong. 

 

UPB USC (Daupan) 

Kailangang unawain natin ang mga nag-organisa nito, para sa akin, kailangang unawain natin yung mga nahirapan sa 

pagpunta rito. Kung ang problema ng organizers ay accommodation, ayos lang naman kaming matulog sa labas pero 

wag sanang i-compromise ang aming representation. 

 

UPLB CVM SC (Camba) 

Parliamentary Inquiry. Re: Chairperson of UPB, I know that we confirm our number but we did not confirm our names. 

So technically, hindi tayo confirmed. 

 

UPCebu SC (Gomez) 

There were asking for evidence kung nagconfirm ba kami...eh, pwede bang tingnan natin yung booking flight nila? 

 

Point of Order from UPD CSSP SC 

 

SR Conti 

I like the point of the lady from UPCebu SC. We also want to know and see your flights 

 

Point of order from UPD USC 



 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

It is an internal matter in their SC. 

 

SR Conti 

Ok. We do not need to hear that. 

 

UPLB Vet Med SC 

There are circumstances... 

Hindi naman nakalagay na kung hindi ka magco-confirm ay hindi ka na participant sa GASC. 

 

SR Conti 

Clarification. Sino yung nagsabi na‘nanay’ ako? That’s true. I do not want to let you stay outside... 

 

UPB USC (Daupan) 

I made a motion. 

 

SR Conti 

I clarified it earlier that it is not a motion. 

 

UPM Med SC (Alacapa) 

Point of Clarification. It was not meant to directly attack the OSR and the Secretariat, I was just asking on how on the 

list, marami ang mga details na kulang-kulang. Democracy is not about the majority, it is about the people. 

 

Point of inquiry, kaninong mga interes ang ating isinusulong? 

 

SR Conti 

Let us not abuse the point of inquiry. Point of inquiry is something that you cannot answer. 

 

UPMin USC (Cagula) 

Gusto ko lang i-reiterate na wag po sana nating gamitin ang proseso upang itago natin ang ating neglect of duty. Re: 

right and duty...Ang tanong, paano ibabalance ang right and duty? Para ma-balance ito, kailangan natin ng 

confirmation...sabi ng UPD CS SC na hindi raw sila titigil sa paggigiit ng kanilang karapatan sa representasyon, kami 

hindi rin po titigil sa pagpapamukha sa kanila sa ating obligasyon. 

 

UPD USC (Ligsay) 

Lahat tayo naghirap dito. We are here to push for an ammendment sa house rules natin. Kanina pa ito inuulit, ano po ba 

ang problema kung i-co-consider ang ibang hindi nagconfirm. Nais ko lang iwan ang mensahe na ito na mas higit na 

kawalan ang hindi marinig kaysa sa isang reply slip na hindi natanggap. 

 

Point of order raised from the body 

 

UPD Educ SC (Margallo) 
Support to UPB and UPD. I move to amend the amendment to “Only present and registered delegates...” 

 

Motion Seconded 

 

UPLB USC 

If we retain the section as it is, what will happen to the unregistered delegates? 

 

SR Conti 



They will be considered as observers. 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

To respond to the question, we are referring to the original version. The unconfirmed delegates should stay out... 

 

UPLB USC 

Ano yung sinasabing partido ng UPD USC? 

 

SR Conti 

To answer the question, there will be 2 SCs who will be represented if we will allow them. 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Eva) 

May reklamo lang ako nang kaunti sa metaphor ng restaurant. Hindi lahat ng mga restaurant ay may reservation. The 

key here is involvement. Una sa pag-allow sa magparticipate, kinocompromise natin ang house rules na...maging 

practical, bakit kung magbabayad ba tayo ng tuition tapos kung tapos na ang deadline di ka na magbabayad at mag-

eenrol?...bakit kung nagrarally ka tapos wala kayong permit, uuwi ka na lang ba? Pag ikaw ang student rep sa BOR tapos 

nakaligtaan mong magfile ng LOA, ihihinto mo ba ang laban na i-represent ang mga estudyante? Procedural lapses na 

lang ang...wag sana nating hayaan na ang simpleng burukrasya ay hindi... 

 

Motion to vote. 

 

UPV CAS SC (Racadio) 

Point of Inquiry. Paki-klaro po sa amin kung ano yung mga pending motion? 

 

UPB USC (Daupan) 

Pag sinabing registered, hindi kasama diyan ang others? So hindi po... 

 

UPD CHK SC (Lu) 

Kapag na-amend yan or not, hindi po kami... 

 

UPD USC 

If ever na i-vo-vote tayo regarding the Section 4, ano po yung gagamitin nating system of voting? Yung dati po ba?.. 

 

UPLB CDC SC (Franca) 

Kung may pera naman pala, bakit hindi nakapagconfirm nang maaga? Alalahanin natin na may mga rights tayo pero 

may mga duties rin tayong kailangang gampanan. 

 

UPM CAS SC (Quiogue) 

Kung tatanggalin ang confirmed, magiging complacent ang mga delegates. Hindi ito usapin ng confirmation, kundi 

usapin din ng food, kits, etc. Maawa naman kayo sa mga organizer kasi sila ang maghihirap dun. Kung gusto niyo talaga 

ng kaayusan, magconfirm tayo. 

 

UPLB CFNR SC (Aggabao) 

Hindi sana tayo aabot ngayon na mamomoblema. Alam naman natin hindi tayo makakapunta rito agad-agad kaya 

binigyan tayo ng isang buwan ng OSR at nagbigay na sila ng solicitation letter sa chancellor. Tayo na sana gagawa ng 

paraan. Kanina pa natin pinaguusapan ang house rules na crafted by the students. Pinaglalaban niyo ba talaga ang 

karapatan ng mga estudyante or nilalabanan niyo yung mga estudyante mismo?Kanina niyo pa nilalaban ang urgency. 

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

Out of curiousity, are there student councils who confirmed but are not present here in the GASC? 

 



SR Conti 

Yes, there are. Thank you for that point but that is common sense. 

 

Point of Order from the UPD USC 

 

UPD USC 

Do not allow to speak. The USC has not yet decided on who to speak in behalf of the USC. 

 

SR Conti 

We do not want schrizophrenic SCs. 

 

UPD USC (Ligsay) 

I have a Christmas wish and I have a wish. I do not want to compromise representation over technicalities. 

Bakit natin dinadamot yung ating representation sa GASC. It does not apply right now... 

 

UPD USC (Escandor) 

Please do not equate representation with...dito, walang natatapakan na mga karapatan. What we have here is blatant 

neglect of duty. Sana yung mga student leaders natin na maging humble sa pag-accept sa kanilang pagkakamali. 

 

Sabi ng mga tao na we have a hard time in booking our flights, etc. Kaya merong OSR because the OSR is very willing to 

help us, e.g. Palo and Koronadal. 

 

Walang represyon na nagaganap dito. 

 

Point of order from UPD CSWCD SC 

 

UPD CSWCD SC (Tagala) 

May nagkocaucus 

 

UPD ESC (Gonzales) 

Pag nagrepresent tayo, dapat maging responsable tayo. Kung tayo ay hindi sumusunod o ginagampanan ang ating mga 

tungkulin, we need proper discipline to genuinely represent our SC. Simple lang naman po ang pagcoconfirm natin ah. 

 

UPD CMC SC (Riego) 

Pagpupugay sa mga SCs na handang-handa tayo sa paglaban para sa karapatan ng ating mga constituents. 

Dun pa lang sa date of confirmation dapat napatunayan na natin sa ganoong petsa na ang ini-exhibit sa ating claims na 

paglaban para sa ating mga karapatan, dapat ay reflective din iyon sa ating kilos at gawa. 

Gaano ba kahirap ang confirmation?Nakakatakot ba ang ating Secretariat?Sa tingin ko ay hindi dahil natulungan ng OSR 

ang mga taga-Palo at Koronadal. 

Yung mga hindi ngconfirm ay handa dapat na harapin ang mga repurcussions. 

 

Point of order from UP Cebu SC 

 

UPCebu SC (Gomez) 

Some SCs are eating and is not listening in the deliberation. 

 

SR Conti 

Pumunta sa harap and show me your tickets. 

 

UPLB CAS SC (Divino) 

There are student councils... 



 

UPD Stat SC (Lentija) 

Walang I.D. dahil hindi na-update yung list. 

 

UPLB CAS SC   

Clarification. May mga confirmed SCs sila pero hindi nakapag-register. 

 

UPM CAS SC (Quiogue) 

“Kung may mali, aminin na lang. Wag na lang pagtakpan.” 

 

Bakit ba kailangan ang confirmation natin? Kasi kailangan iyon para ma-ensure na ma-aachieve ang quorum. 

Halimbawa, kung sa party, kailangang may RSVP. Kung wala kng RSVP, crashing ang tawag nun. Ano ang tawag sa mga 

SCs na hindi nagconfirm? Klarong iresponsable. 

 

Sinasabi nila na tali raw tayo ngayon sa mga technicalities, pero marami ang mga pagkakataon na tayo ay tini-technical 

pero wala naman silag ginagawa. 

 

On the tickets.. 

 

UPD USC (Ildesa) 

We booked our tickets on 10 December. 

 

 

UPD USC   

Delegates from UPD USC confirmed their attendance on December 12, 2011. 

 

UPD CHE SC (Alambra) and UPD CHK SC 

We understand and admit that we had shortcomings in not confirming our attendance promptly. We booked our tickets 

last Saturday because of our own reasons, and you cannot judge us if we were responsible or not.Pero nakakalungkot 

naman na ayos lang sa atin na mawalan ng representasyon ang ibang mga SCs. Can I just say shame to those people? 

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

As a matter or privelege, I move that the body do something as a student council member was wrongly quoted in the 

facebook page of a political party in posts entitled GASC Watch. Who is this person, who is feeding information for UP 

ALYANSA? 

 

Point of order from UPD USC 

 

Is there a person here who is not a member of a student council but is a member of UP Alyansa or is there a student 

council member who is deliberately feeding incomplete and sensitive information to UP Alyansa so that students will 

prejudge with the proceedings of the GASC? 

 

SR Conti  

Personally tell us who this GASC watch. We will issue an official statement.. 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

Point of Information. What are the exact words of the said tweet? 

 

SR 

I am allowing/authorizing the Secretariat members Jasper and Ayna to browse on the internet to scout on this tweet. 

I will issue a statement regarding this. 



 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

Make a ruling, Madam Chair and also inspect the laptops. 

 

SR Conti 

On the request of the UPD USC Chairperson, I cannot do request to inspect all the laptops. 

The Office of the Student Regent will issue an official statement condemning the activity (live tweeting etc). Second a 

reprimand for the ‘John Doe’ since only official members of publications may cover the proceedings as to avoid 

partiality.  

 

With that we can proceed to the matter at hand. 

 

UPB USC (Daupan) 

Tickets were booked only on the 19th of December 2011. We lack the financial resources since maraming mga bagay na 

kailangang bayaran dahil maraming mga activities. Upto the last minute naghahanap ng pera kaya hindi po 

nakapagconfirm. 

 

The secretariat showed the page of UP ALYANSA showing the live feeds and updates happening in the GASC. 

 

SR Conti 

I will issue an official statement regarding this matter. 

 

 

UPV USC (Perez) 

Point of inquiry regarding the issue with UP ALYANSA. Are the information we have here in the GASC are public 

information that can be published in social networking sites like facebook? As with the proposed house rules, only 

allowed persons could cover the session, and we should recognize that the incidents were a form of distraction.  

 

UPLB CEM SC (Desambrana) 

Point of Order! Some members of the GASC are outside having a caucus with the former UPLB USC Chairperson Ernest 

Calayag. 

 

SR Conti 

May we request the secretariat to limit the number of delegates that is outside.Sino ang mga nag-ko-caucus? 

 

UPLB CEM SC (Desambrana) 

UPLB CDC SC Chairperson, the gentleman from CSSP SC and the lady from UPD USC. 

 

Secretariat   

Ayon sa log-in-log-out, walang mga taong nasa labas pero may mga taong nasa labas na hindi member ng student 

council. 

 

UPM Med SC (Alacapa) 

Napag-usapan po ba na bawal magpublicize ng mga proceedings ng GASC? 

 

SR Conti  

The GASC is a closed assembly kaya ang house rules had provisions regarding observers. The official minutes of the 

GASC will be made available. 

 

The motion is to make steps as to prohibit the continuing live feed of the GASC things from happening again.  

 



Motion seconded and carried. 

 

SR Conti 

Appealed to the body to proceed with the agend and skip the discussion to Article III(Decorum), Section 3of the 

proposed house rules  

 

UPM USC  (Arguelles) 

We proposed that the said section be revised to read “The use of cellular phone, laptops, and other recording 

devices...that will distract...will not be allowed...” 

 

Motion was seconded  

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

Point of information, what is the basis of such ammendment because our right to personal and private communication 

will be affected, therefore there should be a grave reason such that we have to comply to such rule. The information 

generated in this assembly is not the ownership of any individual. I was on the assumption that this is a public 

assembly.  

 

UPB USC (Daupan) 

GASC is a public meeting unless we declare that this is a closed session. 

 

 

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

This is the only way to prohibit live streaming unless aamin yung salarin.Huwag pong i-i-involve dito ang mga public 

officials. Hindi po kami takot na malaman ng mga mag-aaral ang mga napag-usapan dito sa GASC, natatakot kami since 

ang mga unofficial information is susceptible to misquotation and bias.  That is why we allow the secretariat to release 

the official minutes after the proceedings of the GASC. The objective is not to prohibit private communication but only 

impose proper decorum. Either you tell us how or you tell us who the person making the tweets. 

  

SR Conti 

We will be releasing the official minutes of the GASC which is still subject to your approval. 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

We would not want to neglect our personal and human rights as there are other ways to resolve the issue. As for the 

motion I suggest that the GASC to declare that the wholly reliable source of the proceedings in the GASC is only the 

Secretariat of the OSR. I would like to believe in the inclusion of democracy and the flow of free discourse to society.  

 

UPLB CDC SC (Fajardo) 

Point of information to clear my name. Disappointing dahil hindi naman natanong kung ano talaga ang ginawa ko. I just 

went to the dispenser and to the CR. 

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

Bakit may spokesperson ang mga grupo na yan? Why are they speaking in behalf of this organization. Does UP 

ALYANSA have the right to be here in the GASC? Ang tagal-tagal nating dinidiscuss kung i-aallow ang mga unconfirmed 

delegates but there are members/group na mas updated pa sa mga nagaganap sa GASC. 

 

To the Secretariat, may mga nakapasok po ba rito na hindi student council? 

 

Secretariat 

Wala 



 

UPD USC  (Garcia) 

There is someone here who represents not only the student council but also their political affiliation.Sana wala ng 

spokesperson for UP ALYANSA dahil lahat po tayo dito ay student councils. 

 

SR Conti 

Appeal to regional units to give a light to this discussion. 

 

UPV CAS SC  (Racadio) 

Point of inquiry on the motion. 

Tayo ay nandito sa GASC. May mga arguments na out of context na. Gabi na pero nandirito pa rin tayo. May isang motion 

kanina na hindi pa rin nareresolba hanggang sa ngayon. Kapag na-manifest na ang isang argumento, tapos pareho 

lamang sa iba ang ating argumento, mag-motion na lamang tayo. 

 

UPLB CEM SC  (Desambrana) 

UPLB BUKLOD ay naglabas din ng statement/live feed tungkol sa mga nagaganap sa GASC. 

 

I was about to tell the secretariat. Paglabas ko ng pintuan, CDC SC Chairperson ay nagko-caucus with the former USC 

Chairperson of UPLB Ernest Calayag na hindi nagpapakita sa mga estudyante ng UPLB pero nandirito ngayon sa GASC. 

 

UPD USC (Alcantara) 

Point of information. I only went outside once and I never left my seat inside the session hall. 

 

SR Conti 

Noted upon the issue with mister Calayan, “I don’t want to hear any more complains about the issue. But the issue with 

Buklod still stands.” 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

Prove to the body that you saw Ms. Alcantara talking with Mr. Calayag 

 

SR Conti 

Points the body to order and requests the gentleman from UPLB CEM to clarify the issue. 

 

UPLB CEM SC (Desambrana) 

“Yung naging point of clarification nag-entail na luluwas siya sa bulwagang ito para pumunta sa dispenser. Pero ang 

nakita ko talaga ay nakipagkita at nakikipa-usap siya kay Ernest Calayag.” 

 

SR Conti 

“For the issue at hand, we will have measures to protect the assembly of inaccuracy. One of the measures to put a stop 

to this is to adopt Article III, Section 3 as amended.”  

 

UPD EPP SC  (Oquias) 

“On Article III, Section 3. Nairaise kanina kung ano daw ang grave reason sa pagprohibit sa cellphone and other 

device? Ang naganap kanina ay isang mabigat na dahilan ay ang mga naganap kanina. At dahil mayroon tayong gustong 

maabot sa GASC na ito, for the time being isurrender natin ang isang part ng ating right para may ma-achieve tayo at 

hindi na maulit ung nangyari kanina.” 

 

UPM Med SC (Alacapa) 

“We move that to amend the amendment so it may read that the use of cellular phones may be allowed unless it 

distracts the assembly.” 

 



Motion seconded. 

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

“There is already a distraction. There is a statement in the UP ALYANSA page. This was posted 1 hour ago that reads 

that the posts are reposted from updates of CSSP Vice-Chairperson Mickey Eva.” 

 

Chairperson Garcia read two more tweets that talks about the disenfranchisement of student councils. 

 

SR Conti 

“True, one of the solution to wrong speech is more speech. At this point can I ask Mr. Eva to have a talk. And can we 

recess for a minute or three.” 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

Moved for an hour of recess by 7:30 P.M. 

 

SR Conti asked, “Which version do you want? Qualified or Not Qualified?” 

 

UPLB CAS (Divino) pointed out: “Iba po ang case ng UP Alyansa with UPLB BUKLOD.” 

 

Secretariat shows the UPLB Buklod page. UPLB CASSC, explains her tweets that was reposted at the UPLB 

BUKLOD page. 

 

 

UPLB CAS SC (Divino) 

“Naguupdate po kami sa isang councilor. First time po naming umattend ng GASC kaya hindi po namin alam na bawal. 

Funded po kami ng college namin, naguupdate po kami para maging aware sila sa ginagawa namin.”  

 

UPCebu SC (Taghoy) 

“From the UPCebu SC, we would like to express our condemnation sa ginawa ng UP ALYANSA at UPLB BUKLOD.This is 

not your monopoly,  this is the General Assembly of Student Councils.”  

 

UPCebu SC (Gomez) 

“Kung ang reason ay ang assembly. Pinagtalunan nga natin kanina kung i-aallow ang pagparticipate ng mga 

unconfirmed delegates UP ALYANSA at UPLB BUKLOD ay transparency, hindi po yan transparency. 

GASC is a closed...Use of cellphones, devices ay nagko-cause ng distraction. Prohibit the use of these devices.” 

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

“It is not in the intention to name names. Magconcede na po tayo tungkol dito.Yung mga pinaggagamitan, maaaring as a 

person lang. Ang point ko, kung nailabas na natin siya sa outside world hindi na po natin kontrolado ang epekto. 

Strongly urge to concede nang makapagmove on na sa talakayan.” 

 

UPV CAS SC (Racadio) 

“Student Councils are the highest institution representing the student body. Are we here to represent the  students or 

are we here to represent out political affiliation?Pag-inilabas sa internet ang mga information, we cannot filter it. The 

only way to stop this is to approve the proposed house rules.  Let’s put ourselves on the shoes of those who are 

nonpartisan student council members who are here foremost to report about their unit. Nandyan na ang UP Alyansa, 

UPLB BUKLOD, ano na ang susunod?” 

 

UPB USC (Daupan) 

Paano tayo makakapagdecide tungkol sa isyu na ito? We cannot do so because di parin malinaw kung sino ang pwedeng 

bumoto sa mga councils.  



 

SR Conti 

Any objection to the proposed amendment? An objection from LSG 

I’m sorry but I cannot allow the objection of Mr. Tejano. 

 

Voluntary inhibition of Mr. Tejano. 

 

UPD LSG (Lamug) 

For practical reasons, the remedy that apply to us is to defer all communications. 

 

SR Conti 

Technically not all, you can contact your family members. We will not intercept or voluntarily text your parents.  The 

proposed house rules limits the ‘use’ and not the ‘possesion of cellular phones’.  

 

(7:38 P.M. Rosa Baldevarona and Leo John Estrada of the UPV USC and UPV CAS-SC respectively left the GASC 

due to family affairs and responsibilities but will return tomorrow) 

 

SR Conti 

Technically, I can take a ruling because the distraction has affected the integrity of the body which I am mandated to 

uphold. 

 

 

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

Can we table everything? If we will not table, these parties will still be free to do what they want. This has become 

personal. Let us insulate the individual members being accused.  The point is, let us please concede with this motion. 

Hindi na po ito usapin ng sariling kagustuhan. Usapin na ito sa mga kasama natin dito na ti-na-tag sa mga posts. Wag po 

nating unahin ang ating pansariling kagustuhan. 

 

UPM Med SC (Alacapa) 

Agreed to the lady from UP Diliman. 

Remove all the devices with access to internet. 

 

UPD USC (Alcantara) 

Stop the tweeting. And kung mayroon ulet magfeed then that person should be made liable for his actions.  

 

UPM USC  (Arguelles) 

Hindi ako nagti-tweet. Nirerespect ko po kasi ang integrity ng GASC.The best compromise that we have here and offer to 

the body is to not use any devices such as cellphones and laptops. Mayroon po kasi akong natanggap na balita na 

mayroon paring nagtweet.  

 

SR Conti 

Ruling: Any objection to the provision? 

Live tweeting, taking unofficial photos will also not be allowed.  

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

How about impairing the quality of discussion in the assembly. 

 

SR Conti 

We are all refrained from using our cellphones unless it’s necessary.The provision will stand the same. 

 



Recess for one hour started at 7:47 P.M. 

Session resumed at 8:58 P.M. 

 

Discussion of Article I, Section 4of the Proposed House Rules 

 

UPD CS SC (Bernardo) 

Seconded the motion to adopt the motion to... 

 

SR  Conti 

No motion yet. We have no discussion yet on the issue between registered and confirmed. 

SR Conti reviews the previous discussions regarding the matter 

 

UPD CS SC (Bernardo) 

Point of clarification to the gentleman of UPD Educ SC to define the word “Registered.” 

 

UPD Educ SC (Margallo) 

Registered = those who were given I.D.s by the Secretariat. 

 

SR Conti 

To the secretariat: why was the lady from UPD Stat SC didn’t receive an ID? 

 

Secretariat 

Pinupuna ang sarili dahil hindi agad naibigay ang ID pero meron siya at confirmed siya. 

 

UPD Educ SC (Margallo) 

Confirming = the OSR can expect you to come 

Registered = “I am here now.” Presence and payment 

 

SR Conti 

To clarify, only those who confirmed were allowed to register. So even if the section was amended to present and 

registered it will still be the same. 

 

UPD USC (Ildesa) 

Point of clarification. The payment is not the registration fee? When it comes to payment ng Php1000.00 or 

Php800.00...may mga nagbayad na unconfirmed. Why is it na yung mga hindi nakapagconfirm ay nagbayad ng 

registration fee? 

 

SR Conti 

Clarification. Payment to enter: you are paying for the accommodation and the food. 

 

UPB USC  (Daupan) 

We’re having problems sa registration. I move to amend the motion to read “Only present delegates shall participate...” 

for both sentences. 

 

Motion seconded. 

 

UPD CS SC (Bernardo) 

I have seconded the amendment but I would also like to propose an alternative voting procedure for this assembly to 

allow each student council which are present in this assembly would be allowed to represent a student council and 

allowed to have a one vote. 

 



UPM Med SC (Alacapa) 

I move to amend the last sentence. The clause ‘who have complied with the requirements set by the OSR’ be removed. 

 

UPM CAS SC (Quiogue) 

Ibig sabihin po ba no’n, hindi na magiging necessary ang pagkoconfirm mo sa OSR as long as present ka sa GASC?Magulo 

at hindi systematic dahil may option na ang mga SCs na pumunta na lamang dun at huwag ng magconfirm. For the OSR, 

mas mahihirapan kayo sa pag-oorganize ng GASC kung pupunta na lamang ang mga delegates doon. I do not approve 

the amendment. 

 

UPD CHE SC (De Leon) 

Move to amend the amendment sa first sentence na gawing “present and registered.” 

 

SR Conti 

It is really hard prepare the financial resources need. It is not for profit. first, we don’t have capital and we don’t have 

profit. It is really difficult. We cannot confirm 30 delegates and take back 30. 

 

UPB USC (Daupan) 

Pwede po bang i-pa-register yung mga taong hindi pa nakapagregister. Formal motion to allow the registration of 

unconfirmed delegates. 

 

 

 

 

UPV SOTECH SC (Jeremiah) 

Every GASC, yung delegates they have the chance to amend the House Rules. I would like to suggest that for this year, 

we will cater those na nagpakapagod na pumunta kahit na hindi nagonfirm. Hindi naman po natin maiiwasan yung mga 

instances na mag-aarise. 

 

UPD EPP SC (Oquias) 

Point of inquiry. Tanong ko lang po kung ang usapin na ito ay na-open na ba sa last year na GASC? Nangyari po ba ang 

ganitong provision sa house rules? 

 

SR Conti 

Yes. 

 

UPD EPP SC(Oquias) 

Kasi na-open po siya last year, yet nangyari pa rin ito last year. Kung hindi natin ito aaksyunan ngayon, mangyayari ulit 

ito next year. 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

Is it in the memorandum that unconfirmed delegates can’t participate? 

 

SR Conti  

As I said earlier, it was not in the memorandum, it was in the House Rules. 

 

UPD USC 

Nandito na ang mga walkings from other campuses. Ano po ang gagawin ninyo ngayon kung ang mga flights nila ay sa 

22 December pa? Kung for example, sa past pa ay ganyan, ano ang ginagawa. 

 

SR Conti 

Observers are allowed as stated in Article I section 10. 



 

UPD USC (Melad) 

What is very problematic is (1) negligence is a factor in this debate. Nanggaling pa kanina na hindi nagkulang ang OSR 

sa pagbibigay at pagpapanukala ng ganitong proseso. Sa level ng representation, malinaw na rin. Nung 2nd level naman 

ng confirmation, papaano tayo mag-ri-reach into a quorum kung walang confirmation. Gusto nating resolution: hindi 

hahayaan na ang mga hindi nagconfirm ay magkaroon ng boto but bibigyan natin sila ng safeguard as observers. What 

is very negligence for this particular amendment.Nagpupuna tayo at nagrerectify tayo ng error ngayon. We need to 

adopt to not allow the unconfirmed the delegates to participate. Decide based on concensus. 

 

UPM USC  (Arguelles) 

Because there is negligence on your part, the GASC should reprimand this...na magkaroon ng vote sa assembly pero 

naroroon pa rin ang karapatan nila to observe in the assembly. These individuals attempted to...Kung may dapat mang 

bigyan ng chance ngayon, bigyan ng chance ang rule.We are against on this amendment. 

 

SR Conti 

Authorization and ability to be ready 

 

UPLB CDC SC (Franca) 

Parang hindi tayo organized at wala tayo sa GASC kung papayagan natin ang mga darating bukas na makapagparticipate 

at magkaroon ng boto kahit hindi naman sila nakapagconfirm. 

 

 

 

UPM Med SC  ((Alacapa) 

Napunta tayo sa description ng confirm, pero hindi naman pala lahat ng mga nagconfirm ay present dito. Mayroon 

namang mga pumunta rito ngunit hindi naman sila nagconfirm. 

The analogy of RSVP: but in the memo, there was no RSVP. 

 

SR Conti 

At this point, I feel insulted...the issue is about the confirmation..but I will not apologize. But then again, i will explain. 

Kanina pa kasi eh. I feel insulted. 

 

UPD CSWCD SC  (Tagala) 

We share the same sentiments with the UPD USC and UPM USC. Pinapayagan naman kayong maging observer. 

 

UPB USC (Daupan) 

The mere fact na wala sa memo yung confirmation... I call for a division of the house regarding this matter. 

 

SR Conti 

Nauulit-ulit ang mga points. 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

Point of information. The OSR would insist that the house rules for the GASC 2011 will be applied for this year. 

 

SR Conti 

I am only proposing the section 3 article 3 but this is a carried over provision. 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

So basically, this house rules will take effect. I would also like to consider that...in case we do vote on article 1 section 4, 

we will use a system wherein all present delegates will vote. 

 



Artcle 1 section 4 provides only that those who are unconfirmed may not participate in the discussion.  

 

UPM USC (Lanuza) 

May we ask the chair to ask the UPB USC Chairperson as to what rules should be applied. 

 

UPB USC  (Daupan) 

Sagot lang po dun ay yung house rules na ginagawa natin. Pero hindi pa siya approved kasi nagtatalakayan pa rin tayo. 

 

UPD USC  (Garcia) 

Point of Inquiry. Can we consolidate the positions? How was the point of inquiry answered. 

 

SR Conti 

No resolution. There was nothing to resolve. 

 

UPCebu SC  (Gomez) 

Hindi ko po matanggap ang argument ng UPV SOTECH na since nandito na yung iba payagan na lang sila. Parang binali 

lang natin yung rules to our advantage. Hindi naman natin sinasabi na yung mga hindi nakapagconfirm ay nakapag-

Guimaras na kayo. Saan na yung disiplina. Nasa section 10 na they may still be given a chance to be an observer. 

 

UPB USC  (Daupan) 

Point of order. The order is not followed. 

 

 

SR Conti 

As I said, there were still inquiries... 

 

UPD CSSP SC  (Tejano) 

While definitely we can entertain the inquiry of the body, the chair can.. 

 

Point of order from UPB USC 

 

UPB USC (Canoy) 

The position is not a position of the UPB USC but the position of a sole person. 

 

UPM Pharm SC (Manalo) 

Paulit-ulit na lamang yung mga isyu na narereraise. 

 

UPV SOTECH SC (JV) 

Unconfirmed delegate from SOTECH. SOTECH is a small college and I only have a small position. I also want to...there 

was actually an event this week which was cancelled. Last minute ko ng naisipan na jumoin sa GASC. I was not informed 

na may confirmation. 

 

UPB USC  (Daupan) 

I am a delegate and I have a right to raise a motion. 

 

SR Conti 

We don’t have a delegate here na individual. 

 

Point of order 

 

UPB USC 



With regards with the consensus, we do not have a consensus on that motion.  

 

UPB USC allowed to have their caucus for 1 minute. 

 

Point of order for UPB USC Chairperson 

 

UPD USC  (Garcia) 

Sino yung pinagtutulak ng gentleman from UPB USC? That is a very disturbing action. 

 

SR Conti 

There has been a violent action. If there is physical violence, I will be forced to declare this GASC a failure. 

 

UPM USC (Arguelles) 

There is nothing wrong with what I did. 

 

SR Conti  

Point of Order for the following persons 

Mr. Tejano for always cross examining the chair 

Ms. Garcia for always raising her hand... 

Mr. Alacapa for always insulting the chair... 

 

UPD CS SC 

Yung house rules last year, halos pare-pareho lang siya nito? 

 

SR Conti 

Yes. 

 

UPD CS SC (Bernardo) 

On the Effectivity of the said rules, it clearly sates that it is only effective until the end of the general assembly. Raised 

Motion to adopt the amendment the Article I, Section 4. 

 

UPLB CAS SC 

Every year, new set of officers yung na-i-elect. This year, marami talagang mga SC members ang bago. For our council, 

halos lahat ay bago...May we accept na yung present members now are here. For the past 9 hours, kasali sila sa 

discussion and debates. To prevent this from happening this again, may the OSR and the Secretariat state the 

consequences of not confirming. 

 

UPV USC (Sorongon) 

There is no provision that...it seems that the provision of that line is set..it was neglected. It will be a good compromise 

that for those confirmed delegates be given votes and those who do not confirm,be given the chance to be an observer. 

Confirmed and unconfirmed delegates are not equal because they have unequal status. 

The UPV USC submits that only those who are confirmed be given the votes. 

 

UPD USC (Ildesa) 

There is validity to the claims a while ago. I respectfully submit that if we allow this unconfirmed delegates to vote, we 

are invoking the rules..what I am saying, we could always argue, but remember, a lot of people are allowing.. 

 

SR 

Report from UPB 

 

UPB USC (Daupan) 



I condemn Mr. Arguelles sa paghatak niya sa akin kanina. Wala hong respeto.We haven’t already reached a concensus... 

If you haven’t reached a concensus, you have to divide the house. There was a tie and I broke the tie. 

 

SR 

As of this moment, we cannot allow anymore UPB to participate in the GASC. You have already caused much 

commotion. 

 

UPB USC (Ipac) 

We can’t reach a concensus... ‘That’s how we do it in UP Baguio.’ 

 

UPD CSSP SC  (Tejano) 

In cases like this, we should give the task to decide on the local council. 

 

SR Conti 

They have already been given that chance. 

 

UPD CSSP SC  (Tejano) 

Thus, we should respect the decision of the Chairperson. The Chairperson is the external officer of the Student Council... 

 

SR Conti 

UPB, please clarify the rules in UPB. 

 

 

UPB USC  (Lopez) 

We only have a rule that we cannot decide if we do not reach a quorum. 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

I would like to ask an information to the UPB USC, if this quorum is needed in meetings?Quorums are needed only in the 

meetings. What we have now are delegations.In cases of a tie, the USC Chairperson can divide the tie. 

 

UPB USC  (Daupan) 

The SR do not have the jurisdiction over the decisions of UPB. 

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

UPB must defer to the rules of the USC. It is true that the SR has no jurisdiction over UPB. When they entered, there was 

protest already from the members.I cannot trust the arguments of the gentlemen from UPB.Although he broke the tie, 

we also know how he acted emotionally...I do not believe that we should give hin our trust to decide.We are talking 

about the delegates, status quo, the only delegates that we have are only those who confirmed.There is no objectivity to 

that. Because first, there will always be a doubt if that decision is valid.I do not think that those whose status who are 

unsure, those status who are yet to be deliberated be given a vote. 

 

UPB USC (Daupan) 

Hindi kami papayag na i-i-invoke ng UPD USC ang aming decision. Tapos biglang hindi na kami pwedeng magmotion. It 

is a... 

 

UPV CAS SC (Racadio) 

Point of information.Sa mga experts po sa Robert’s Rule, plese check. 

A chair can break a tie is a misconception. According to Robert’s Rule, a chair can vote together with his members. Since 

you are the chair, may dalawang bagay na dapat isipin – you are to vote and you are not to vote. 

 

UPB USC (Daupan) 



Point of order. She is questioning my ruling. 

 

UPV CAS SC (Racadio) 

There is no questioning.The chairperson will not decide automatically. He is yet to decide if he will vote or not to vote.I 

hate to say this, but there is a hidden agenda kuno. 

 

SR Conti 

The issue about confirmation... 

It is an appeal to the chair of UPB to inhibit in making motions in the GASC as of this moment.Magpalamig muna. 

 

UPB USC (Daupan) 

Nagbreak ako ng tie, objective yun. 

 

UPB USC inhibitted in making motions until Article I, Section 5. 

 

SR Conti 

First formal warning to the UPB USC Chairperon to refrain from physical violence. 

 

UPD CS SC (Bernardo) 

Point of clarification to limit the motions. 

 

SR Conti 

It was not carried over. 

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

I think, what just happened a while ago, I don’t think that this is the normal USCs even in Baguio. This is my first GASC, 

and this is by far my first...We have to understand that we are actually just amending the rules right now. It is very, very 

chaotic. I am disturbed on the security of some of the delegates on both parties.We should accept the consequences of 

the things that we have committed.For the fear of the safety of the delegates of the GASC, for the fear of losing the 

integrity of this assembly...This is the point wherein the GAC is passed...I light of the disturbances around us. Let us not 

push if we’ll know if the whole integrity of the GASC will be compromised.There is no right being impaired because the 

unconfirmed delegates can still be observers. 

Active participation can still be exercised. 

 

UPD USC (Alcantara) 

I think I remember you say, that these house rules were...I was not a confirmed delegate but I was allowed to participate 

in the deliberation and took part in the proceedings such as given a chance to vote. 

 

UPM CAS SC (Quiogue) 

Kung ganoon ang nangyari sa mga nakaraang GASC, point of inquiry, last year, hindi pinayagan ang mga hindi 

nagconfirm. Kanina po, parang sinasabi na sa ngayon daw ay payagan natin na ang mga hindi nagconfirm ay payagang 

bumoto at next year pa i-i-implement ang house rules na ‘to.Nag-i-end yung effectivity ng house rules sa final 

adjournment of the GASC. May rule po ba na sinusunod nung period na yun? 

 

SR Conti 

Yes. 

Rather than taking out, we can add up. 

 

UPM CAS SC (Quiogue) 

Ratified house rules. 

 



UPD CSSP SC 

Point of clarification. Yung pagcarry over po ng house rules na to sa next GASC... 

 

UPM Med SC (Alacapa) 

Point of inquiry. Was the last years’ house rules dessiminated to this body and all SCs across the UP System? Was there 

an effort on your part and the secretariat to circulate these information? It would be unfair to assume that the...we 

never had a copy of the House Rules. 

 

SR Conti 

Current motion at hand is the amendment on Article I, Section 3. 

 

UPLB CA SC (Pamplona) 

Magtatanong po ako kung mag-e-extend po tayo. The reservation, according to the secretariat is until 11:00 P.M. 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

Supported the amendment on thearticle I section 3. 

 

In UPD USC, bago mag-GA, palagi kaming humihingi ng confirmation para malaman if we are going to reach a concensus. 

We would be going against... 

The respective constitution of our SCs. Being duly mandated officers, we duly have a right to participate in the GASC. 

 

 

 

SR Conti 

There is no physical sanction. We will provide an accommodation to those who came for the GASC. Thequestion right 

now if they will be allowed to vote or be an observer. 

 

UPD USC (Melad) 

Against the idea of... 

 

SR Conti 

Time checked. 

Continue to have the session. 

 

UPM USC (Arguelles) 

Point of inquiry, ano ang pwede nating motion for this amendment? Motion to amend the Article I section 4 to its 

original form. 

 

Motion seconded. 

 

UPD USC  (Garcia) 

Amended the provision and added “present.” 

 

Motion seconded. 

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

We should be clear on the “present” 

We need to define and specify on this term. 

 

UPD CS SC (Bernardo) 

Is it possible to amend... 



 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

Motion to put the motion to a vote. 

 

Motion objected. 

 

UPM Pharm SC (Manalo) 

We’re going in circles. Pabalik-balik na lang. 

Supported the “confirmed” form of the provision. 

 

UPD USC (Ramos) 

Supported the “confirmed” form of the provision. 

 

UPD USC (Dino) 

Na-exhaust na ang lahat ng mga possibilities to reach a concensus pero hindi talaga. Let’s just put this in a vote. 

 

Recess for 2 minutes was called. 

 

UPV CFOS-SC (Gayo) 

There was a report that the Chair of the UPB USC, parang sa sobrang init ng kanyang nararamdaman ay nasira po niya 

ang isang basurahan. Although minimal lang siya, pero kami kasi ang mananagot nito. We really condemn such action 

comiitted by the Chairperson of the UPB USC.Binawi ng guard ang incident report, pero hindi po ito nangangahulugan 

na ayos na po ito sa host councils. 

 

SR 

To Deg, UPB Chairperson, apologize to the body. 

 

UPB Chairperson apologized 

 

Apology accepted but should face the consequences. 

 

Session resumed at 11:53 P.M. 

 

SR 

2/3 vote. 

 

UPM USC (Arguelles) 

Point of inquiry. How many SCs are voting? Are the unconfirmed delegates be allowed to vote? 

 

SR 

For fairness... 

 

UPV USC (Sorongon) 

Manifestation to the statement of UPD USC. We need an uncontested vote. The point here, if we are going to allow those 

who are null...parang it couldn’t be carried anymore. 

 

UPD LSG (Lamug) 

...avoid conflict of interest. 

 

UPV CAS SC  (Racadio) 

As unanimously decided, there really is a conflict of interest kung isasama ang confirmed and unconfirmed delegates. 



 

SR Conti 

Appeal to ask the UPD CSSP SC to withdraw their objection. 

 

UPD CSSP SC  ((Tejano) 

We do not understand why we have to push for a concensus or near concensus because it is already explicitly stated. If 

the Chairperson is pushing for this, the chair may commit tyranny. 

 

Manner of consultation: the participants for the consultative body were hand-picked. 

 

SR Conti 

The consultative body was hosen based on their expertise and knowledge of the law. 

 

UPD USC  (Garcia) 

It is very disturbing that the gentleman from CSSP SC has accused the chairperson for tyranny... You do not even know 

how they have come up with such decision. There is no pushing of concensus because there is a 2/3 votes 

requirement.The legal basis for this is that it could render... 

 

UPM USC (Arguelles) 

Motion to proceed to the voting. 

 

UPD LSG  (Lamug) 

We would like to enjoy the chairperson or...let’s not take everything as a personal attack. 

 

Motion to put the question to a vote. 

 

UPM Med SC (Alacapa) 

Point of inquiry. You repeatedly said that the 2011 house rules are the same as that of the 2010’s? 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

I would like to manifest that the body should be consulted first for majority vote whether or not to allow the 2/3 vote. 

 

SR Conti 

Clarification from the Secretariat. We are not 44 student councils. We are only 43. 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

I would like to reassert that the 2/3 vote are applied for especial cases such as to suspend a rule. 

 

These house rules... 

 

SR Conti 

We are looking for a solution... 

 

UPB USC  (Daupan) 

Point of manifestation to the gentleman from theUPD CSSP SC. Hindi ko rin maintindihan ang 2/3 votes. 

 

SR Conti 

With the support of the UPD LSG, UPV SCs, UPD and other SCs, we are going to have 2/3 votes. 

 

UPD (Garcia) 

Point of inquiry, What will happen if we are not able to reach the 2/3 vote requirement? 



 

SR Conti 

Status quo. 

It is a proposal to the chair to have a split vote today and the other split vote tomorrow. 

 

UPD USC   

Now, I think that the basis here are based on reasons. We cannot talk to a vote...authorize the chairperson to resolve the 

matter already. 

 

Voting proceeds 

 

SR 

Called for a 2-minute recess. 

Does the body agree on the amended phrase on Article I, Section 4. 

 

 

Session resumed at 12:28 A.M. 

1 minute extension as requested by UPD USC. 

Session formally resumed at 12:34 A.M. 

UPB USC requested for a 1-minute extension. 

Extension approved by the chair. 

Session finally formally resumed at 12:36 A.M. 

 

Voting 

 

2/3 vote not reached. 

Motion not carried. 

 

Motion to adjourn by UPD CSSP SC. 

Objection by UPM USC and UPMin USC. 

Motion to have another division of the house with 15 minutes of discussion. 

 

SR Conti 

There is no formal motion to extend the session. 

 

UPM USC  (Arguelles) 

Formal motion to have another round of voting with 15-minute discussion. 

 

SR Conti 

The Motion to adjourn was put to a vote 

 

Voting 

Motion to adjourn did not reach 2/3 votes. 

Motion to adjourn not carried. 

 

UPM USC (Arguelles) 

Moved that the discussion be limited to 5 minutes. 

 

UPD LSG (Lamug) 

We just voted a while ago... 

 



UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

We would like to leave for a recess for 15 minutes. 

 

Session resumed at 1:23 P.M. 

Floor now open for another round of discussion re: Article I, Section IV. 

 

UPD CSSP SC  

Objection to the Article I, Section IV. 

 

UPM USC (Arguelles) 

We would like to reiterate our points to retain the original form of Article I, Section IV. This is not a case of denial of 

representation of the Student Council but a case of neglect of duty. 

 

SR Conti 

No wrap up. The motion is to adopt. 

 

UPM USC (Arguelles)   

There is no need to adopt the status quo since it has been lost when the 2/3 votes required was not met. 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

After we decided the motion to adjournment, UPM and UP Mindanao moved to adopt the motion. 

 

 

UPV USC   

After we have the first round of deliberation. 

 

SR Conti 

We would have to carry it. 

We lost the vote to amend it. Is there any way the two councils will plan out on how to word the particular section to 

make it more palatable to the parties. 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

I really doubt that we can solve 12-hour debate in just 5 minutes.I also requested earlier that maybe we can give them 

more time.Point of information from the members of the expert panel to explain to us aside from the chairperson of UP 

Diliman. 

 

UPD USC  (Garcia) 

This is very hanging as of this moment. 

 

Motion to nominate 3 Councils/individuals that will compose the Panel Board. The Board will meet before the 

session the next day to discuss on an amendment and present it to the body. 

 

Motion to adjourn. 

Motion Seconded 

 

Session adjourned at 1:48 A.M. 

 

 

 

 

 



GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF STUDENT COUNCIL 

MINUTES 

20-21 December 2011 

Day 2 (21 December 2011) 

 

Session for the second day of the GASC resumed at 10:04 A.M. 

 

Presiding officer (SR) called the session to order followed by the roll call of delegates. 

 

Attendance: 43 Student Councils present 

 

SR inhibited the UPD CBA SC from participating and voting. 

 

UPD LSG protested that the Inhibition of the UPD LSG in voting has no basis. 

 

UPD USC   

Manifested na for delicadeza na lang din. 

 

UPD USC 

Point of inquiry: “Continuing pa rin ba ang ating house rules?” 

 

SR informed Assembly that the Proposed Housed Rules had not been ratified yet. 

 

UPM USC (Arguelles) 

Recommended that the UPD CBA SC not be allowed to vote. “Common practice and sense, they were absent during the 

deliberations of the previous sessions thus, UPD CBA should not be allowed to vote.” 

 

UPD CMC SC (Riego) 

”Susog sa manifestation ng UPM USC. Pero pagpupugay pa rin sa UPD CBA SC na nakahabol sa session. Pero hindi tayo 

kailangan meagrely...” 

 

UPMin USC (Cagula) 

Welcomed the delegate from the UPD CBA SC. “But can we allow the gentleman to explain his side kung bakit sa 2nd day 

lang siya umattend ng GASC.” Asked UPMin USC Chair Cagula.  

 

UPD CBA SC (Caillan) 

Acquisced to the previous manifestations, "I can sense that it is very divisive. Wala akong habol. I respect the decision of 

the body.” 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

”I believe that the committee which oversees the amendment, have a decision already and this has to be put into a vote.” 

 

UPV CAS SC (Racadio) 

“Vina-value ang 12-hour delibs sa first day. Hindi kompartable na may humahabol na mga delegates na hindi nakarinig 

sa delibs kahapon.” 

 

UPD USC 

“Yun po bang committee ay powerful kaysa…” 

 

UPV USC (Sorongon)   



Manifested “We will not allow to recognize the voting power of UPD CBA SC for the reason that the delegate is not 

present during the deleberation yesterday. We need to have an informed vote.” 

 

UPLB CA SC  

Point of inquiry. “Anong voting ang pinag-uusapan dito? Ang sa amendment po ba?” 

 

SR 

“Yes.” 

 

UPD EPP SC (Oquias)  

Followed “Kung papayagan natin na bumoto yung gentleman, i-susummarize po ba natin lahat-lahat yung mga napag-

usapan?” 

 

SR 

Replied “Hindi. But we will allow the gentleman from UPD CBA SC to observe.”  

 

UPD CMC SC (Riego) 

“Wag muna nating hayaang bumoto for this motion kasi hindi sila nagbenefit sa discussion kahapon. Unfair sa mga SCs 

na nakipagbakbakan kahapon hanggang 1:00 A.M.” UPD CMC SC ended. 

 

UPD SLIS SC (Roque) 

Manifested her support to the previous statement not to allow UPD CBA SC to vote.  

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

“I strongly urge the gentleman to inhibit himself from voting.” said the UPD USC Chair. 

 

“I think that the body could exercise their privilege. Requested to disallow the gentleman. The point of the matter is, we 

wanted to continue last night. There is a pending matter to be resolved. Therefore, those who are not there should not 

be allowed to vote.” she ended. 

 

SR 

“Maybe we can allow Mr. Caillan to confirm” 

 

UPLB CA SC 

Point of Inquiry. “Gusto ko lang itanong sa representative if interested ba siyang bumoto o hindi.” 

 

UPD CBA SC (Caillan) 

“I inhibit myself in voting in the pending motion.” 

 

UPD LSG  (Lamug) 

“I’d like to address the body. We manifested different points on why we should inhibit the gentleman from voting. With 

regard to fairness, we don’t think that it matters. With regard intelligence, we’d like to manifest that the…the 

proceedings yesterday was a legal…we’ll be given opportunities to..that would be enough basis..” 

 

When we try to inhibit.. 

 

Point of order from UPD USC 

 

SR called for the report on the special committee 

 

Committee Report (UPD LSG, CS SC and CSSP SC) 



“We will convene who are against and pro on the amendment. The main purpose is to discuss. We were not able to 

come up with a new proposal but there are main points. 

 

Minimum participation of unconfirmed delegates but be able to vote. 

 

We did not question the deadline of confirming but we put into question of the possible repercussions of the deadline. 

Some thought that it would be a prejudice in the GASC. 

 

While we wanted full participation of those who are non-confirmed, they should not be inhibitted to make motions. 

 

The other party likes to preserve the integrity of the GASC. 

 

We submit to the body the original proposition and put it in a vote.” 

 

Committee Report (UPV USC, UPLB USC, UPM USC) 

“Basically, we agreed on maximum participation. But what is different is that they should only be given maximum 

participation only. Due for them is only maximum participation. 

 

Student Representation – limitation of debate and discussion but they don’t have a voting power. 

 

Maximum debate and discussion with no voting power – the basis should be…implication: it will safeguard the student 

representation and preservs the integrity of the GASC. Compromise – although they were not able to confirm but still 

they can participate in the discussion and debate but no voting power.” 

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

Point of inquiry. “I don’t believe that there is no compromise..isn’t it true that at the very minimum, that those who are 

unconfirmed but are here are allowed to vote? 

 

It is clear that you had an agreement on something at the very least that the minimum requisite of those who are here 

but unconfirmed are allowed to participate in the debate and discussion. 

 

This is important. The importance of this committee is to have … 

 

Is it not what we meant yesterday..” 

 

UPD LSG (Lamug) 

When we look on our proposals, we don’t look at it as a fragment.  

 

SR 

“The committee has failed. As to the method of the procedure, what was agreed for the scheme.  

Let’s ask on what motion is at hand. The amended motion was passed… 

The point now is what? After the failed vote yesterday.” 

 

UPM USC (Arguelles) 

“After the failed vote in the first round…after 

 

The committee should find a present an alternative on the proposals.” 

 

UPD LSG (Lamug) 

“We tried to harmonize the proposal but hindi talaga nakamit ang pagmeet sa middle.” 

 



UPD USC 

“Ano?” 

 

Point of order from UP CC SC to UPB USC. 

Point of order from UPD CSWCD SC to… 

Point of order from UPM Med SC to UPD CSWCD SC. 

 

SR 

Warning to UPB USC. “You have already caused too much ruckus.” 

 

UPB USC (Daupan) 

Point of order to UPM Med SC. 

 

UPM Med SC (Alacapa) 

Point of order. “I just want to inform the body that the chairperson of this body on mentioning names which are not 

verified.” 

 

SR 

“Thank you but also please stop insulting the chair.” 

 

UPD USC 

“Ang right to communication, you have to justify ang pagkitil ng ganitong karapatan. Kasi po, it’s very alarming.” 

 

SR 

“I am actually..we are equals. We agreed upon this rule as a self-regulating body.” 

 

UPM CAMP SC (Aclan) 

“Kung meron tayong cellphones distracting people, meron po ba tayong people distracting people. Kasi kung meron 

pong mga taong sisigaw kung may hahawak...” 

 

UP CC SC (Gomez) 

“I raised the point of order to UPB USC not because they are using their cellphones but because they were not listening 

at pinagpapasa-pasahan nila ang cellphone.” 

 

UPM USC (Arguelles) 

“We have already agreed yesterday to inhibit the use of cellphones.” 

 

UPLB CA SC (Pamplona) 

“Kailan ba nagiging distracted ang isang bagay, kung ikaw ay focused doon sa cellphone! Nakakainis na talaga!” 

 

UPD USC 

“Suggestion sa continuous Points of order. It is not the only action that is disturbing.” 

 

UPD USC 

“Kung sasabihin po natin na pipigilan yan, paulit-ulit pa rin nilang ginagawa iyan! Nakita naman natin kahapon yung 

paggamit ng mga cellphones at facebook. Hindi lang sila nagdidistract, sinasabotage pa nila ang GASC!” 

 

UPM Med SC (Alacapa) 

Point of Manifestation. ”Fellow student leaders, sana po ay ating alalahanin ang napagkasunduan kahapon. We can use 

cellphone as long as we don’t post live feeds.” 

 



Point of inquiry. “Can we also report people who are distracting people?” 

 

Point of privilege. “Hindi po sila schizo council, bipolar council po sila.” (Alacapa) 

 

UPD SLIS SC (Roque) 

“Malinaw naman na naapprove yung Article III kahapon. Practically, kung sila rin mismo ay nagpapasa-pasahan ng 

cellphone, nakakadistract yun. Paulit-ulit na nga lang na sinasabi, bakit patuloy pa rin na ginagawa. Sana before tayo 

magsabi na nilalabag yung rights natin, tingnan natin na sia rin ay nilalabag ang batas.” 

 

UPD CMC SC (Cristobal) 

“We should remind ourselves that we are not here just to use cellphones all the time. We are here to attend the GASC.” 

 

UPD CSWCD SC (Tagala) 

”After matapos nating mag-agree kahapon yung tungkol sa use of cellphones, patuloy pa rin nilang ginagamit.” 

 

UPB USC (Daupan) 

Point of inquiry to the lady in red. “If you are listening to the discussion, bakit kailangan mong tingnan yung ginagawa 

ng UPB USC?” 

 

SR 

That was not a point of inquiry because it was addressed to UP CC SC. 

 

UPD CoMusic SC (Bautista) 

“It is also very distracting when a lot of people here seem to be present here just to say “point of orders.” If may 

kailangang i-point of order, it should be yourself. 

 

Main point, distraction na rin ang point of orders.” 

 

UPLB CEM SC (Desambrana) 

“Pinapakiusapan ang lahat na kung gusto natin ng order ang session na ito, wag na po nating gamitin yung ating mga 

cellphones. 

 

With regards to our right to communication, isipin po sana natin na ang bawat karapatan natin ay may karampatang 

tungkulin.” 

 

UPV CAS SC (Racadio) 

“It seems na the point of order in parliamentary procedures has been abused in the same way na ang paggamit natin na 

cellphones sa loob ay naaabuso rin. I am begging to the assembly, na let’s promote collegiality and professionalism. 

Collegiality and professionalism goes together. Please, we are begging you. I move na bumalik na tayo sa main motion 

natin kanina.” 

 

UPLB CA SC 

“Kung paulit-ulit po na mangyayari ito, di po tyo matatapos.” 

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

“Discipline for both parties. To those who are calling into order, please do it in proper. 

 

Condemns the UPM Med SC for calling the UPD USC bipolar. We are not bipolar…alam namin ang maganda for our 

constituents.” 

 

UPLB CFNR SC (Aggabao) 



“I just would like to manifest na marami na tayong oras na nasasayang. Paano yan, mamayang 7:00 P.M. ay i-ko-close na 

ang venue, hindi na natin matatapos yung session.” 

 

UPLB CAS SC 

“Move on guys. Mind your own business!” 

 

UPLB CA SC 

“Ang ginigiit ng isa ay bawal gamitin. Saang banda merong provision na hindi pwedeng gamitin ang cellphones?” 

 

Point of order from UPV CAS SC to UPLB CA SC 

 

UPD USC 

“Hindi po kami magsusumbong if we are not distracted. Sana po ay matutunan natin na i-recognize ang ating mga 

kasalanan hindi yung palusot tayo nang palusot.” 

 

UPV CAS SC (Racadio) 

“Sana may mag-second sa pending motion para makapagmove on na.” 

 

Motion SECONDED. 

Motion APPROVED. 

 

SR 

“Please refrain from abuse usage of cellphones. Yesterday we have proofs on live news feeds to track the GASC 

activities. This body is sacred. 

 

This is being investigated. As I said, the OSR will release an official statement and an open letter addressing to certain 

political alliances.” 

 

UPD USC 

Asked the body if they can we come back to may main point. 

 

Request approved by the Chair. 

 

UPD USC 

”May we request the committee to present an alternative and harmonized amendment.” 

 

UPM USC (Arguelles) 

“We do not come up with the same points…” 

 

SR 

This is the suggestion of the Chair: “In order to be able to continue, I propose that we move on all sections which do 

not contain delegate.” 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

Asked the SR/Chair the basis of forming the abovementioned committee. 

 

SR 

Refused to answer the previous question because “I have already answered that many times. 

Mr. Tejano, please answer your question.” 

 

 



UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

“No Madam Chair, please answer the question.” replied UPD CSSP SC. 

 

SR 

“I address the body to answer the question.” 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

“I have the right as a delegate to ask.” 

 

UPD USC 

So that we can move on to other provisions… 

 

Point of order from UPB USC 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

“The document was used last SR Selection, April 2011.” 

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

“What is the relevance of the point?” 

 

UPD CSSP (Tejano) 

“Read the House Rules last April 2011 SR Selection.” 

 

SR asked the secretariat to have a copy of the approved house rules signed by all the delegates. 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

“On that note, I wish to move to that notion that the nego panel be dissolved permanently…there is no such precedence 

in the previous GASCs.” 

“I move that the unconfirmed participants be recognized as full participants with all the rights: 

Jeremiah Estrada (UPV SOTECH SC) 

JV Armada (UPV SOTECH SC) 

De Leon (UPD CHE SC) 

Alambra  

Emman Gabula 

Sharra Mae  

Pauline 

Meryl 

 

I assert that they deserve their democratic rights in voting even in their own student councils… 

 

Will supply a copy to all SCs” 

 

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

“I condemn this act kasi yung nag propose, hindi pumunta dun sa meeting. 

As to the motion presented, they are out of order. We had an agreement, there was a motion, we have applied them, 

gave a two thirds vote, and madame chair, this is a disrespect to the collective wisdom of the body.  

Ngayon po, in the geist of making another motion, it is a moton to recede. Let’s make this proper.  In fact kailangan pa 

yang i-allow ng body.  

Essentially, they are reversing the motion already carried by the body.”  

 



UPV CAS SC (Racadio) 

“Medyo naguluhan kami dun sa fact kasi pagkakaintindi ko kagabi ay napagbotohan na mareretain ang original 

amendment. Ang pagmieetingan ng body ngayon is to adopt that amendment. Sa pagtayo po ng gentleman from UPD 

CSSPSC, nadisregard ang committee na naitayo kagabi. The rules presented kanina ay CRSRs, tama po ba? 

Kailangan po ba maging applicable ang house rules nung april sa house na mayroon ngayon?” 

 

SR 

“Not fully. It is substantially the same. 

There are three pending motions. We are out of order.” 

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

Point of Order. 

Two thirds of the majority vote. 

 

SR 

“… the chairman from UPD CSSP SC moved to (refer to above motions raised by the CSSP SC)  

 

… we have the copy of this revised, finally and officially approved house rules from the previous general assembly.” 

 

UPB USC (Daupan) 

“Sinabi niyo po kanina na yung hawak ng. SR Eroles proposed amendments after the sec read the house rules.”  

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

Point of Order. “We are not supposed to be talking about this. This is a procedural infirmity. 

Formal motion to recede. The SR said this is substantially the same. And it is not verbatim. 

Can we agree as a collegiate body that we are carrying a motion.” 

 

UPD USC 

“That does not appeal to the motion because this is a legitimate concern and we should dwell on this matter because 

these arguments are from the GASC.” 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

“I did have a meeting with our side of the panel, and I was duly represented by Mr. Eva. I believe that this assembly has 

in fact differentiated confirmation and registration. They are two different things. On the issue of relevance, I am 

insulted because the issue is relevant because it affects the matter on how to handle this motion. It will affect the 

manner on which we will decide this because if we are to see the truth in the document I showed you, it is the general 

rule that people are allowed to vote.” 

 

UPM Med SC (Alacapa) 

“Very strong agreement to what he has mentioned. Ano ba ang pangunahing dahilan sa pagcontest? It is the word 

confirmed. I want to manifest that we are deeply insulted. That is the very basis of the argument na ang tagal 

pinagusapan. And we have to settle this now.” 

 

SR 

“It is funny that kahapon, sabi nila hindi na in effect, but now, in effect na. 

 

The house rules came from the soft copy in the OSR computer which is the repository of OSR materials, GASC statement, 

etc. Maybe the CSSP SC would like to make a statement on that. But then, I stand by these house rules.  

 

This is as proposed. You may reject it or not.” 

 



UPM USC (Arguelles) 

“Point of Order sa patuloy na pagatake sa integridad ng GASC. Una, ito mga nagtatanggol sa mga taong hindi 

nagconfirm, ano ang ginawa nila? Nagcast ng doubt sa validity ng confirmation process. 

 

Sabi kahapon, hindi raw in effect ang house rules, and ngayon, effective na. Inconsistency ito. 

Kahapon po, nawala ang motion to amend. Magcacast nanaman ng doubt dun sa due process ng general assembly na ito. 

 

Kanina, pagpasok pa lang dito, gusto na nila pagusapan ang amendments ng CRSRS. 

This is politcally motivated. Kung ano ano nireraise iyo sa body na ito. Please naman, respect the GASC, te students ad 

the Filipino people” 

 

UPV USC (Sorongon) 

“In accordance with the previous speakers, we reject the motion. 

The councils voted yesterday and submitted themselves to the process. 

The winning vote was no to the amendment, but there was a proposal, but there was a harmonized amendment. Only 

confirmed delegates shall be adopted.” 

 

SR 

“We are discussing Art. IV Sec. 1 as is. Because the negotiating panel failed to make a harmonized agreement.” 

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

“LSG said that there should be full priviledge, then we should have full responsibility on/to: 

 

1. if we are talking about the idea of necessity, it is a distrust to the GASC. I condemn to what has been the proposal from 

CSSP that there is urgency. And kailangan natin magkaroon ng resolution. That is why at the end of the day puro na lang 

tayo disruptions. Kaya nga meron tayo tinatawag na USC na iaabsorb ang CHE at CHK na papasalihin sila sa deliberation 

process. At kung mapapaabot lang sa teknikal na aspeto. Ang batas ay batas. At ito ang responsibilidad ang una nating 

gawin.” 

 

CAL CEBU NCPAG MINDANAO 

 

UPD CAL SC (Alzona) 

“Ang pinakapunto na lang dun ay individual responses ng SCs na nandito. We in fact accomodated them here and let 

them participate in the discussion. May mga kakarating lang kahapon sorry kung naging personal pero you have at least 

ten days to tell the OSR that you are coming. Kung effective, I would like to second the motion of the gentleman from 

UPV USC.” 

 

UP CC SC (Gomez) 

“Naguguluhan na ang UPV UPB at UPD nadedelay na po tayo masyado. Hanggang ngayon na lang ang GASC. Dinidelay pa 

kasi masyado. Pinagkasunduan na kagabi na ganito na ang motion. May personal interest na na dinadala ang mga tao 

rito. Kung hindi niyo ibibigay ang buong suporta niyo sa SR, bakit pa kayo nandito?” 

 

UPD NCPAG SG (De Guzman) 

“May mga interest talaga pinanghahawakan. Kami sa ncpag, interes ng students. Grad councilor ako, and I make it a poit 

to go here. Maraming limitations, but we have to make a stand. Pumunta kami rito as NCPAGSG at hiyang hiya kaming 

bumalik kasi walang napagusapan. Puro house rules na lang.” 

 

UPMin USC (Cagula) 

“Malayo ang pinanggalingan namin. Napresent na ang sides tapos tinatanong pa ang mgs SCs na ito. Nandito ba sila para 

isulong ang tunay na demokrasya o nandito sila para isulong ang sariling interes.” 

 



UPV CAS SC 

“Since nagmotion na ang upv usc at may nagsecond na ng motion, ano na pong mangyayari?” 

 

SR 

“We are going to vote already, pero tatapusin lang natin ang mga ito.” 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

“The entire point of what I forwarded is that there is no such written resp of SCs to confirm. None is written on the 

previous house rules as what was cleares out by facts. This also means that is we do proceed with the motion to adopt 

this, we only need a majority vote. We do not need a two thirds vote, and with whatever loss of motion happens, we do 

not maintain a status quo.  And considering that previous house rules are in effect that you already ruled. That means 

that even those scs who are unconfirmed, they can vote on the notion. 

 

Was it ever stated in the house rules that you need to confirm to register? There is no such written rule. And I would 

like to express my utter disappointment with the accusation that we are doing this for our own personal interest. I 

would like to throw back a q to the body. Kaninong personal na interes kaya and ating pinupush?” 

 

UPD USC 

“I would like to express the validity of the cssp claim because it is not a q of conf but a q on the integrity of the status 

quo. It is in question. It is a very valid legitimate concern for us to dwell. Ang pinapangalagaan nating lahat ay interes ng 

estudyante and clearly, there is a q of misrepresentation sa rules. Ano ba talaga ikinatatakot natin sa status quo. 

Pagisipan ninyo na kung bakit takot na takot tingnan ang previous house rules.” 

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

“The point of the matter is that it is substantially the same. They alleged that those were the wordings last year. Who 

are the registered delegates? Those confirmed ones? Last year, those who confirmed were the only ones registered the 

fact of the matter is that the rules and the facts stick.  

 

Also, we have proven there is no misrepresentation and he who alleges must prove. I was in Baler when these were 

taken up, and hindi na po natin kailangan i-amend. ‘pag pumapatay tayo ng isang institusyon, dapat sigurado tayo. Last 

point, kitang kita ang political character ng event na ito we were informed by a credible source na merong council 

hopping pa na naganap.  Hindi para idiscuss ang budget cut. It is confirmed na ang tanging usapin naman doon ay 

amendments. So hindi niyo dapat sinasabi na pinaiiral ang interest ng students. Kayo po ang nagbigay ng dahilan sa 

amin na magisip ng ganito.”  

 

SR 

“It is legitimate for those councils who passed the amendments to campaign.” 

 

UPV SOTECH SC (Bajala) 

“Kahapon ko pa po gustong i-raise. Ito ang tema para malaman niyo lahat na kami sa SoTech, non-partisan po kami, 

kaya mayroong factors na naaapektuhan ang aming stand at aming mga pananaw sa mga bagay-bagay. Nagdududa na 

po talaga ako sa lahat ng mga nandirito sa GASC. Kasi I would like to manifest for certain persons. 

 

She read the text evidence 

 

“Hindi po yun ang tama kasi pinapasok na nila ang ganitong issue. Sinasabi ko sa lahat na shame sa mga people na 

nagsasabi ng ganito. Ang masasabi ko lamang ito ay tigilan ang mga ito. Shame po sa mga people. Dapat po nating 

bantayan at maging masigasig po tayo sa pagprotect sa ating sariling council.” 

 

 

 



UPLB CEM SC (Desambrana) 

“In behalf of the chairperson of our council, ang alam ko kasi talaga, ako lang ang pupunta rito. Kasi nung pinagusapan, 

wala pong nagconfirm na pupunta. At nagulat po ako na mayroon nang nangconfirm. 

I was amazed po na wala siya sa mga pinagmitingan, and siya po pupunta. 

Siya mismo, ay nilapitan po ng organisasyon na ito para puunta rito, at hindi siya pumayag na gamitin ang pangalan. 

Ang boto namin ay hindi manggagaling sa aming mga sariling yunit, kasi dito manggagaling ang boto namin sa 

GASC.pagpupugay po sa mga SCs na hindi pumayag na ibenta ang mga boto at manindigan. 

 

UPLB USC 

“Nagulat kami na hindi dumating dito sa accom ang mga confirmed delegates ng UPLB.”  

 

UPV SOTECH SC (Bajala) 

“Additional. Meron po lumapit sa amin na political alliance. Wala namang masama dun. Ang masama lang ay lumapit 

sila ng personal at hindi nagbigay ng letter addressed to the council. Hindi porket ako ang chair, hindi lang boses ko ang 

maririnig. Binigyan naman nila kami ng letter at binigyan din namin sila with our stand.”  

 

UPLB CAS SC (Divino) 

“I share same sentiments with our councilmates kasi puyat na puyat kami until we reach a compromise and consensus. 

Hindi ba natin kaya mag compromise? The chair from uplb cas did not even call for an all councils.”  

 

UPLB USC 

“Nandun po si Mr. Villaflor sa dialogue namin with the chancellor na lahat ng scs ang ifafund.” 

 

UPM Med SC(Alacapa) 

“I would like to clarify na masyado nang personal ang pagiging labanaan. POI: is it legal after confirming to this GASC, I 

will be receiving.”  

 

UPM USC (Arguelles) 

“The Student regent is sitting as an ex-officio member of KASAMA sa UP NEC, and the 31st Natcon held last dec 17-19 is 

a joint affair of the OSR and the KASAMA sa UP and wala namang kamaliang ginawa. We recognize its legitimacy. Alam 

niyo po ba output? Puro campaigns, situationers, 12 resolutions.”  

 

SR 

“When you attack the SR, it creates another atmosphere.” 

 

UPD CSWCD SC (Tagala) 

“Ito po ang programa ng KsUP. In behalf of the...” 

 

SOTECH SC Delegate – went home 12-21 12:24 PM 

 

UPD NCPAG SC (De Guzman) 

PoM. “Sa narinig po namin kaning sa mga naririnig na pununuhol kanina. Yung claim po ng sotech na meron po nagtext 

sa kanila na pumunta sila rito at iboto para sa mga amendments nila. Personally,  can’t help but think kung ano ba talaga 

ang…mga student leaders po tayo ngayon at anong nakikita natin ngayon na corruption yan at vote buying. Lahat tayo 

rito bastos, binabastos natin ang mga estudyante. Wala po nangyayari para sa kapakanan ng mga estudyante.” 

 

UPV CAS SC (Racadio) 

Parliamentary Inquiry. “Para sa UP SOTECH, other than pressures, mayroon po bang bribery na naganap?” 

 

 

 



UPB SOTECH SC (Bajala) 

“Nung prinesent po sa amin ng group na yun, sabi po nila na may incentives. Sila na po ang magbabayad ng reg para sa 

lahat ng member councils na pupunta at bibigyan nila kami ng 2000 pesos. Hindi po kami gahaman sa pera. Kayang 

kaya namin suportahan ang sarili naming council. Isang malaking sampal sa mukha namin.” 

 

UPV CAS SC (Racadio) 

“Personally matindi kaming nadisappoint sapagkat ipinaglaban po namin together with the UPV USC ang budget namin 

para sa congress na ito. Lahat po sa UP Visayas unit ay umattend ng KASAMA sa up at never po pinagusapan ang crsrs at 

never nagrailroad ng mga councils. Napakawhite ng sotech at nageexpress.” 

 

“Pinagpupugayan namin ang sotech sa kanilang paninindigan.” 

 

UPM Med SC (Alacapa) 

“Lahat tayo puro salita. Hindi nagsasalita ang guilty sila. Can we let the people involved to speak up?” 

 

UPLB CVM SC (Camba) 

Yung sa pagpunta ng cvm rito, ginamit po yung fund namin at ginamit ang student fund. Nahirapan kaming kumuha  ng 

additional funds. 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

PoI. “Are all these claims? Or do we have substantial evidence?” 

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

“Allegedly wala po rito yung nag bribe. Nalulungkot po ako na meron po sa sotech ang nabribe pero ang lagi nating 

naririnig ay “may ebidensya ka ba?” etc at hindi inuuna ang pagcondemn! Second dusturbing point. Hindi po 

pinangalanan kahit minsan ang political party na ito. Pero po meron pong nagmanifest kanina. wala po akong narinig na 

stong call for condemnations bagkus pinoprsecute pa natin ang sotech na humihingi ng … sa body na ito. Sasabihin niyo 

sa kanila na maglabas ng ebidensya? Anong klaseng student leaders kayo? Bakit hindi agad ng ebidensya. Bakit, kayo ba 

spokesperson ng mga yon?” 

 

UPLB CDC SC (Franca) 

“Organizational matter lang yun kasi walang representative sinasabi ang kanilang univ student council. And regaring 

the issue ng bribery, pwede ko po bang hingin ang permission ng cdcsc for me to speak and ibulgar kung ano ang 

nangyari?” 

 

UPLB CEAT SC 

“Pinaninindigan namin na kami ay non partisan. Itong mga amendments na pinasa namin ay pinagusapan ng council. 

Personally, nakakasakit para sa amin na pinagbibintangan na tumatanggap kami ng suhol.”  

 

Apology. 

 

“Open din kami sa activities ng ibang party. Yung amendments namin, first time kasi namin makapunta rito, at yung 

amendments namin ay ginawa pa noong September. Pinagusapan pa ito sa meeting with the Dean. As CEAT 

Chairperson, kung ano man ang pinagusapan ng council namin, yun ang ipaparating namin sa mga students namin. 

Kung ano yung better for everyone, yun naman ginagawa namin. Sa funding, humingi kami sa mga deans namin, sa dept 

chairs, and sa baranggay pati na rin sariling pera.” 

 

UPLB CDC SC 

“Involved kasi ang CEAT SC at CDC SC. Hatihati kami. Magkakaiba kami ng pinaniniwalaan.”  

 

 



UPLB CDC SC 

“Yung mga student councils bilang mga individual, hindi po nila alam kug ano ang mangyayari sa GASC. Bali ininform ko 

nga sila sa mga amendments and all. Sabi ko po sa mga kapwa chairs, kausapin mga council niyo to come up with 

whatever lalabas na decision ng council niyo.” 

 

“Yung sinasabi pong bribery… you can tell it is bribery kung yung isang body po na anti, inofferan tapos naging pro na 

sila.” 

 

SR declared that they were not formally in session. 

 

UPLB CAS SC said that they shouldered their own funding.  

 

UPLB CDC SC said that they too, shouldered their own funding. 

 

UPLB CFNR (Asuelo) 

POM. “Ang College SC nagorganize ang pagpunta sa GASC dahil in the first place, yung sa CDC Chair, yung effort niya ay 

hindi as CDCSC kundi as someone part of the alliance.” 

 

UPLB CA SC 

“Yung pera pinambayad ng ticket ko nila joyce, nagsolicit nga kami.”  

 

UPD LSG inquired on the status of the session. 

 

SR said “this is an informal session. We cannot discuss the amendments today or this month unless there has been an 

investigation on serious allegations on bribery, influence, etc.” 

 

UPD CHKSC – left 1:17 pm 12-21 

Reason: family commitment 

 

UPV USC (Sorongon) 

“We express our condemnation on the alleged bribery. We testify that SOTECH is one of the councis that fight….. we 

express our gratitude to th… We would like to manifest our suppurt to the proposed delay.”  

 

UPD EPP SC (Oquias) 

“Disappointed ako dun sa bribery kasi pagpunta ko rito, inubos namin ang aming pondo para sa ticket ko at kung 

kanikanino nang mga alumni na humingi para mairepresent ang pampanga. Siguro hindi kami tinarget na ibribe kasi 

maliit lang kami pero may paninindigan.may pinanghahawakan tayong interes ng mga estudyante natin.” 

  

“Sa mga inakusahan ng bribery, wag niyo nang iodamay ang mga regional units. Kung may sariling interes kayo, wag 

niyo na kaming idamay.” 

 

UP CC SC manifested their dissent to what currently was happening.  

“Events mixed with conflict of interests… 

The true purpose of this GASC is lost but I think this is the high time to mobilize and stop these happenings. Clear na ang 

bias, clear na na nacompromise na ang GASC. Kaya pala pinaglalaban niyo ang confirmation…….. 

Hindi na kayo nahiya. Let us not forget. Hinding hindi nabibili ang prinsipyo. Ito ay pinaglalaban. 

Sa UP Cebu, kaya naming ipa-oust ang diktadurya ng Dean, ito pa kayang mga kaganapan na ito, hindi?” 

 

“Sa CRSRS, wag nang idelay yan. I-kill.” 

 

 



UPM USC (Arguelles) 

“Gaya ng sinabi kanina, gawan ng sense ang chaotic series of events sa 2nd day ng GASC. Unang naging problem ay kung 

pagbobotohin ba natin ang mga confirmed delegates or hindi. Sunod, ay iadopt ang proposed agenda kasi there is an 

urgency to discuss the proposed amendments.” 

 

“Susunod po ang pinakanakakagalit na ginawa ng mga konseho na ito – the issue of bribery. Kung kayo po ay may 

prinsipyo. Kung may natitira pang kahihiyan sa inyo, kung nirerespeto niyo pa ang GASC at mga students, malinaw na 

ang issue ay may compromise to  amend the CRSRS.” 

 

“So you either need to withdraw these proposals or kill these proposals.” 

 

I call on all the student councils in up to defend the integrity of the GASC and to defend the representation. Defend the 

OSR. Kill the amendments now! 

 

UPD CSWCD SC (Tagala) 

“We denounce this commotion. Wag na wag niyong sabihin na nag fail ang GASC kasi kayo mismo ang gumawa nito. 

Wag niyong sisisihin ang OSR. Yun lang ang pinunta namin dito: Irepresent ang students.” 

 

UPV CAS SC asked all councils if may nipresent na amendments. 

 

“Naiinsulto kami kasi we consider everybody in UPV as family. sa lahat ng mga councils, bakit SOTECH lang? Bakit hindi 

ako nilapitan? Kahit ako ay tumakbo under one politica org, binoto ako ng halos lahat ng upv students. 

 

 Am an advocate of the students’ rights and welfare and this is a form of violation and harassment together with my 

constituent units.” 

 

UPM PhA (Manalo) 

“In behalf of all Pharm students, ginagawa ng UPPhA ang lahat ng bagay. Pumunta ako rito nang hindi pinagaralan ng 

council ang amendments. Nakakalungkot kasi hindi nila iniinvolve sarili nila.  

Binababoy ang GASC. Ginagawa na lahat para personal gains. We have high hopes. Nagtext na sila sa akin na ishare ko 

ang nangyari pagbalik. Ito ba ang ishare ko?” 

 

“Anong gagawin ng body rito sa pambababoy ng mga karapatan ng mga students?” 

 

UPD CMC SC (Cristobal) 

“Patunay ito na politicized ang GASC na ito. Narinig na ang clamour ng body na ito na may bahid na ito…… 

Also in line with that, with the diligence, mag imbestiga muna bago tayo  mag move on, mag practice muna tayo ng 

verification ang investgation bago natin linlangin…..” 

 

POM. “Journ ethics – kaapag ang isang media practitioner ay tumanggao ng tulong, compromised na ang kanyang 

credibility. Tayong mga scs, sinasabi natin na hindi naman daw naapektuhan ang decision making process pero kami as 

journ students...” 

 

UPD USC (D.N. Ramos) 

“Hinahamon ko yung mga hindi pa nagsasalitang SCs ng UPD na kundenahin ang mga grupong ito. Magsalita kayo. 

Sinasabi niyo na we have the urgency to pass these amendments for student representaton.” 

 

UPD USC (D.N. Ramos) 

“Napakapolitical ng issue na ito dahil sa mga tao at mga events na nangyari previously. Prior sa GASC, nagkaroon na ng 

congresses ang ibang mga SCs kung saan hindi pinaguusapan ang legitimate student issues.” 

 



“During the GASC, nagkakaroon pa tao ng mga live feeds kung saan ang pinapakita dun ay humihingi ng support from 

people sa labas ng GASC.” 

 

“Parang nagcacast na rin ng doubts ang mga amendments na binibigay rito. I am calling all student councils na idefend 

ang OSR, and integrity ng GASC,…..” 

 

UPD USC (Garcia) 

“Pinagpupugayan ang UPV SOTECH SC at yung from UP Diliman… 

 

SR 

“Formally resumed the session at 1:45P.M.” 

 

“Proposal to recess for one hour for lunch but during this time, all units shall have a caucus. And when we resume, we 

will move on…” 

 

“Second suggestion: proposals to amend crsrs will be delayed. There will be prior notice. Confirmation will be explicitly 

stated and the documents.” 

 

“Upon resumption, we will approve the agenda minus proposals to amend the CRSRS.” 

 

“Session closes at 7P.M.” 

 

“Please consider these suggestions.” 

 

UPLB USC apologized. “Mayroon ding failure ang individual counsilors kaya nagkaroon ng mga paratang na 

questionable. Aminado yung CFNR na nagkamila siya na kanyang statement. Humihingi kami ng tawad sa mga 

nagawang delay ng uplb sa mga proceedings.” said UPLB USC. 

 

“Yes, may nag-offer ng help pero as stated ng mga councils, pero hindi nila tinanggap.” 

 

“Tungkol dun sa pagoffer ng financial help, mabuti hindi siya tinanggap. Nag affirm yung mula sa amin na siya mismo 

yung lumapit at kinausap ang ibang CSC’s” 

 

 

Recess called for at 1:50 P.M. 

Session will resume at 2:50 P.M 

Session resumed at 3:55 P.M. 

 

LSG asked“Are we opening the debates for amendments?” 

 

The CHAIR replied on the negative and said that the delay was important and that the Assembly was still discussing the 

amendments on the House Rules. And that the agenda had already been chosen to lay on the table by the Assembly thus, 

it will be discussed after the approval of the House Rules; she likewise informed the body “I have withrawn Sec. 6 to 

vote house to amend the CRSRS from the Agenda.” 

 

The CHAIR recognized the POI of UPD CFA SC then UPD USC. 

 

CFA SC raised a point of inquiry and clarified that there was a pending motion of the CHAIR earl ier to have to 

proceed on the sections not concerning the delegates and asked who will be allowed to vote and the the manner of 

voting. 



The CHAIR said that if something is protested then the body has to divide but the decision was to first try to arrive a 

concensus then if a concensus was not achieved then that will be the time for a division of the house.  

 

LSG moved to read Art. 5 Sec 9. of the House Rules and PROPOSED: “A student council may conduct caucuses unless 

prohibited on reasonable grounds by the presiding officer. A non-member of such student council shall not be all 

aryanna giseeowed to intervene in any matter relating to such caucus.” 

 

LSG also manifested that they were trying to observe (preserve?) the independence of the student councils in the GASC 

and said, if ever council/s has/have internal matters in need of discussions, the council/s has/have to decide on their 

own. 

 

UPD USC manifested that council/s should have known that the consensus achieved by the Diliman unit was to 

proceed to the campaigns or the report of the SR. It had been manifested by most of the councils that since they 

were pressed for time, they would want to be able to go back to their home unit with something to report to their 

respective constituents. 

 

“I don’t contest LSG’s motion.” UPD USC said. 

 

“I am proud of the UPD unit. We have confirmed that there is no unit in Diliman that has been compromised. We 

condemn the alleged act of bribery and the mere thought of bribery in the GASC. We call to sanction the perpetrators. 

We consider this as an affront not only to the councils involved but to the GASC in the spirit of genuine student 

represantation, and we call to the speedy and fair and impart ial investigation and on the matter” 

 

An applause from the body followed UPD USC’s manifestation. 

 

UPD USC then called to maintain and uphold the integrity of the GASC and the OSR. “In terms of the general flow of 

things, if we were to be asked, we want to go the campaign already because we want to report to our constituents.” UPD 

USC reiterated. 

 

The CHAIR clarified that what UPD USC had said was a manifestation not a motion. 

 

UPD USC moved to take from the table the agenda and open it for deliberations. 

 

UPD USC also suggested “based from the concensus reached by the UPD USC that the Assembly could actually proceed 

with the campaigns and if there would be a need to revisit the house rules (e.g. contentious provision, etc…), then that 

would be the time go back to the house rules.” 

 

The CHAIR raised a POI “is UPD USC is suggestng to dispense wth the approval of the House Rules for the moment? and 

proceed wth the campaign or the report of the SRs” 

 

CSSP SC asked if they were currently following the agenda presented. 

 

CHAIR said “No. Actually we presented the agenda and then we were suggesting to move certain and bring to the table.” 

The current motion on hand was to take from the table the approval of the agenda. 

  

The CHAIR then asked for contentions.  

 

UPD USC moved to discuss the non-contentious parts of the house rules and proceed directly to the report of the SR. 

 

No contentions. 

Motion carried. But nevertheless they will be guided by the proposed Agenda. 



 

CHAIR: “motion on the table was to approve first the non-contentious part of the proposed Agenda and is now 

open for discussion.” The Chair then asked if everybody has read the Proposed House Rules. The Chair also reminded 

that UPD LSG has a pendng proposal she then asked, “will we consider that as a contentious provision?”  

 

 

The Chair enumerated and double checked the non-contentious provisions of the House Rules those that had 

already been approved. 

 

Motion seconded. 

Motion approved. 

 

UPD USC moved to adopt the noncontentious provisions of the proposed house rules. 

 

UPD CSSP SC asked the body, “are we approving the last Secton of Art. VI regarding the need two thirds vote?” 

 

The Chair confirmed UPD CSSP SC’s POI. The Chair then asked if there are any contentions?”  

 

UPD CSWCD SC formulated the omnibus motion to approve the noncontentious sections of the House Rules. 

   

UPD CSWCD SC manifested that there was “an omnibus motion to approve the noncontentious sections of our 

house rules.” 

 

Motion seconded. 

Motion APPROVED. 

 

Contentious provisions of the House Rules:  

Art I Sec 4  

Art I Sec 5 

Art V Sec 9 (there was a motion to amend as: “…a Student Council is allowed to conduct concensus/caucuses 

unless prohibited by the Presiding Officer; a non-member of that student council may not be allowed to 

intervene on any matter relating to matter unless it distracts the proceedings.”   

 

The Chair clarified that comments whatsoever of a non-member of that particular SC having the said causus shall not be 

allowed. 

 

The Chair told the Assembly that the GASC had now at that time APPROVED the House Rules except some contentious 

provisions; the GASC had now, APPROVED. “We know already how to approve, where to vote and the time we will 

end but we do not know who will be the recognized attendees and/or delegates i.e are the confirmed delegates, 

present delegates, or registered delegates?”    

 

UPD EPP SC moved to adopt the proposed amendment of Art V Sec 9 to be read as:  a Student Council may 

conduct concensus/caucuses unless prohibited by the Presiding Officer on reasonable g; a non-member of that 

student council may not be allowed to intervene on any matter relating to matter unless it distracts the 

proceedings. 

 

UPD USC moved that another section be placed in the decorum section regarding i.e. unnecessary and dsturbing 

behaviors (e.g. walkouts noise disturbance and the like) and shall be called to order by the Presiding Officer. 

 

Motion seconded. 

Motion APPROVED. 



 

UPD CSSP SC moved to amend Art I Sec 4 that read as: “Only registered delegates, the secretariat of the Office of 

the Student (OSR) and such other persons as may be authorized by the Assembly in consonance with these 

rules may be present during the sessions. Only registered delegates shall participate in the debates and 

discussions of the Assembly. Registered delegates are constitutional and bonafide members of any student 

council of the UP System who have complied with the registration requirements set forth by the OSR.” He also 

added he was hoping, as a question of privilege, the Assembly would allow to participate the delegates who had 

already registered but weren’t able to confirm but nevertheless came to the GASC because they, being officers 

of their respective SCs are part of the GASC.”  

 

The CHAIR said “As for the matter of the phrasing the House Rules, warned the student councils regarding the 

confirmation. “We approved the proposed House Rules except these two sections and the table the approval of 

these at the next General Assembly. I am proposing this in context of the Agenda. In the Agenda, we will be 

having several reports which will not entail voting, or be compromised with the confirmation requirement. 

What do you think?” 

 

The CHAIR informed “I hope that on the next GASC everybody confirms and registers like the practice during 

Former Regents Co’s and Eroles’ terms, the all SCs or delegates had confirmed, everybody confirmed their 

attendance to the GASC. The point of confirmation ‘di naman reprimand ‘no, warning to the SCs ” 

 

UPB USC manifested “Madam Chair I was jus alarmed with your statement ok lang yan pero wag na mauulit but I would 

like to object, naisip ko lang Madam Chair na hndi naman dun makikita…yung participation, dapat hindi naman nun 

mahadlangan yung participation ng mga SCs” 

 

Chair replied that they can participate in any part of the GASC and that the GASC had already recognized unconfirmed 

SCs and delegates to participate in the GASC e.g. CHK SC, Mr. Galura, et.al.  

 

UPD USC reminded representing the voice of the students. “I think the purpose of the Presiding Officer is to manifest 

the perpose of the reporting, for the in UPD, everybody was in the caucus. Let us not deliver the point any further. I 

don’t think that they will be voting.” said UPD USC. 

 

Chair said “we approved the proposed House Rules except these two sections and table the approval of these sections 

at the next GASC or suspension of the approval of these until the next GASC. I am proposing this in the context of the 

Agenda we will be having several reports which will not entail or be compromised with the confirmation requirements. 

”  

 

The Chair also said that even unconfirmed delegates would be called, entertained. 

 

House rules approved with two sections unapproved. 

 

UPD CSSP SC raised a motion to recognize the unconfirmed participants and register themselves as official delegates of 

this assembly. 

 

UPM Med SC moved to amend Article III and the addition of Section 14. 

 

The motion was withdrawn. 

 

Chair enumerated the items on the Agenda and raised the Approval of the Agenda, reiterating that the GASC would 

not proceed with item V and VIII. The   Chair likewise opened it for discussions. 

 



UPD CSSP SC said “I would like to stress that the removal of the deliberations of CRSRS amendments do not mean less 

prioritization of the CRSRS I move that the GASC stll puts prime importance to the CRSRS rules.” ended UPD CSSP SC. 

 

UPD CSSP SC also moved to have a specific timeframe and venue for the next GASC. “So as to help prepare our SCs to 

for the next GASC.”   

 

Chair replied and told the Assembly “that it is not the GASC which decides on this matter” 

 

 The Chair also said “there could have another GASC on February or March; or another before the SR Selection on 

April.” 

 

UPD CSSPSC raised his concern “the CRSRS is needed for the nomination process and proposed to hold the next GASC 

as immediately as possible as early as January 2012.” 

  

UPD USC reminded the Assembly that the “amendments were tabled amendments not because of whim but because of 

the threat or problem of the bribery issue that could lead to cheating, manipulation. The UPD USC would like to give a 

counter-proposal that is to hold the next GASC after the clean and fair investigation 

Chair informed the Assembly of the schedule of the investigation: “one month before Investigation team to be 

composed of Former Student Regents Cori Co, Jaque Eroles and that there would be no SC members, nor political party 

members would be allowed to join the investigation team. I am thinking of creating a committee. I also plan to visit and 

hold consultations with the students in the various units of the University particularly those that have reports of 

attempted bribery in January to give a chance for the students involved to explain to the Chair herself. 

  

UPD CSSP SC told the assembly, “baka masagasaan ang proseso ng pagseselect ng SR.” 

 

UPD CSSP SC proposed “the GASC be held before April; March and February probably being the preparations for the SR 

Selection.” 

 

Chair told the Assembly that the current SR would end her term on 26 May 2012. 

 

UPM Med SC raised their concern that there might be a threat of changing the composition of this body. Some SCs will 

change their members somewhere in March or April. 

 

UPD ESC had also raised their concerns on Financial matters; “do you already have an idea as to where we are going to 

hold the next GASC?” 

 

The Chair said that it will depend on the availability of the SCs and the urgency of issues and that the Chair doesn’t 

have any idea yet. 

 

UPB USC volunteered to hold the GASC in their campus 

 

UPD ESC moved to hold the GASC in Luzon. Reasons raised: “Most probably in Manila. Somewhere a little closer. It has 

been awhile that the GASC was held in the Luzon area.” 

 

UPD CS SC said “Ok na ang UP Manila. Dahil matagal na na hindi nagaganap dun ang GASC. Kung titingnan natin ang 

attendance natin ngayon, maliit lamang yung attendance ng UP Manila.” 

 

The Chair manifested that this “GASC is the most attended GASC with 123 delegates and 43 SCs. 43 SCs is a big number 

for the GASC as compared to the last GASC which had 37 SCs if I am not mistaken. This was the last GASC that was held 

at UP Mindanao.” 

 



UPD USC manifested that, “this is actually the problem if the GASC will be the one who will decide on the venue of the 

next GASC, we may consider that we may bring these students/SCs to areas that has a different environment and give 

these students with an overview on the issues of the different campuses. Let us remember that the SR is the sole 

representative or voice of the students in the BOR. We may come from different units that have very different 

environment and culture but the common factor to all of us is that we are all UP students, mga iskolars ng bayan. It was 

clear that the intention of the SC is to proceed and discuss the campaigns. Almost all SCs in Diliman want to move on. 

Discuss the campaigns for us to report these developments and situations to our respective constituents”. 

 

UPD USC concluded its statement with a motion “to lay on the table the decision as to where and when the next GASC 

will be held and go on with the campaigns and unit reports. There was nothing substantial in this matter currently 

being discussed.” 

 

The Chair said “the UPD USC is proposing to lay on the table the preparations for the next GASC because it had already 

been established that the investigation has to be finished first.”  

 

UPC CSC manifested that, “Taken aback by the speakers before. They most important issue is the controversy of the 

attempted bribery, nakakalungkot lang na pinaguusapan pa din natin ngayon yung amendments sa CRSRS eh alam na 

natin na compromised na ito dahil na nga sa bribery issue.”  

 

UPM Med SC told the Assembly that they should condemn such acts of alleged bribery and not to forget the issue. 

 

UPM Med SC said “UP Manila as venue for the next GASC […] logistically speaking, it is more practical in terms of 

attendance. The very reason for the poor attendance is not finance but the schedule.” 

 

UPM Med SC also assured,”if it would allow, UPM will be a good venue and declared that UPM doesn’t have that issue.” 

 

UPM USC said “the resolution of the […] will not affect the contentions in the GASC?”  

 

The Chair told the Assembly that the problem is not organizational. As to what steps – reprimand, that would be 

lightest? An SDT case might be proper to individual students concerned. 

 

UPM USC said that 5 out of 6 UPM SC’s are present in this GASC and thought that it was not a poor attendance. 

 

UPM USC also said, “I think logistics-wise, it will be hard to conduct the GASC in Manila dahil sa nature ng campus. We 

propose na sana sa UPM SHS in Koronadal.”UPD CMC SC replied, “subjective kung ano ang “maganda” para sa atin. Kung 

ililimit sa proponents at attendance sa GASC ang magiging basis sa venue ng ating next GASC, paano naman po ang mga 

SCs na nasa Mindanao?”  

UPD USC asked the Assembly to proceed already to the campaigns and said that the Assembly is not the proper body to 

decide on the venue of the next GASC. 

 

“Nababanggit ang iba’t ibang units, babanggitin ko sila dahil gusto kong malaman ang kalagayan ng mga units na ito.” 

Said UPD USC 

 

UPD CSSP SC expressed their hopes that the body would understand the logistical concerns […] 

 

“The venue of the next GASC […]” 

 

UPD CSSP SC moved that the Assembly decide on the venue of the next GASC. 

 

The Chair appealed to the UPD CSSP SC to withdraw the motion to decide on the venue of the next GASC. 



 

Motion laid on the table. 

Motion seconded. 

Motion carried. 

 

UPLB USC expressed their support for the investigation committte that will be created by the OSR. 

 

UPLB USC also manifested, “it is the appreciation of the GASC ang nagtutulak sa atin na pumunta rito at hindi ang 

logistical matters.” 

 

Motion was raised to approve the agenda. 

Motion seconded 

Motion carried 

 

____________________ 

Bagyong Sendong 

 

On the campaign to help the victims of Typhoon Sendong […], 

Vice President for Administration Dr. Propspero de Vera had already told the System woildl only coordinate efforts to 

conserve and centralize resources. 

 

UPV USC said that UPV SCs each has already started their respective campaign. UPV USC said that UP Tubong Mindanao 

is the main organization which mobilizes on the donations. 

 

Chair asked the UPV USC who are the coordinators, forms of donations, etc.? 

 

UPV USC said that the main organizers and/or coordinators prefer cash but donation in kind are still being accepted.  

Contact number and donation details later. 

 

Chair asked the UPV USC to summarize ways on how to cooperate and post it online. 

 

UPD USC manifested that the call was made in the FB page. And there are already organizations who are donating. 

Their main call: cash donations should be prioritized. 

 

Chair asked UPD USC if there are any UPD students who were recorded as victims of Typhoon Sendong. 

 

UPD EPP SC told the Assembly of their relief operations and experessed their willingness to help the campaigns of UPD 

and UPV. They are also collecting relief goods and that the UPD EPP SC is ready to volunteer. 

 

UPM Med SC manifested that they had already launched their relief operations and will publicize immediately. UPM 

Med SC also told the Assembly that the SC has excess goods and clothes the  

UPM Admin, and other organizations also have excess goods and clothes which will be donated for the relief operation. 

They also prefer cash donations. 

 

UPV CAS SC informed the Assembly that their SC, in cooperation and UP Tubao have already conducted their relif drive 

and told the Assembly of its status as of that time, “nagkakaubusan na ng goods doon. The rationale/plan of Tubao is to 

reach the victims in CDO who are not reached by the government and other organizations’ relief programs. This will be 

done through the connections of Tubao. We should consider other possible sources of material and financial support 

and that we hope to get collections through collective means.” UPV CAS SC added. 

 

UPV CAS SC informed the Assembly that cash donations can be sent via RCBC, Landbank. 



 

UPD CS SC said “nagstart ng magcollect ng cash donations for bagyong sendong. Pwede raw i-send via the UPD CD SC’s 

bank account”. UPD CS SC inquired if there are SCs which collect materials. 

 

UPD USC said that canned goods and other donations can be centralized to the UPD USC which will be forwarded to the 

NUSP National Office. This is in cooperation with UP KILOS Na and NUSP. 

 

UPM USC manifested that they are accepting cash donations throught its bank account; also said, “in behalf of KASAMA 

sa UP we would like to volunteer for system-wide donations […] in coordination with UP Mindanao USC.” 

 

UPMin USC referred Bantay Bulig, an alliance of all progressive partylists and organizations that spearheads the relif 

operations. 

 

UPM USC said that for coordination, SCs particularly the UP Min USC may contact the council. 

 

UPLB USC said that STP Brigade is collecting donations and had already contacted professors in coordination 

withKabataan Partylist-ST. There also various organizations that are conducting the same relief drive 

  

UPD CSWCD SC informed the Assembly, “Together with other organizations and formations, packing of good starts 

from 6am to 12nn, and invited other SCs and formations who are willing to participate and lend a hand. 

 

 Chair asked the Assembly if it could make it an agreement that the GASC commits to have efforts and make it as a 

resolution of the Assembly to help the typhoon victims. 

 

GASC agreed. 

 

IV. REPORT OF THE STUDENT REGENT can be accessed through 

http://upstudentregent.weebly.com/downloads.html) 

 

V. UNIT REPORTS  

 

UP MANILA 

CM, CAMP, CP, CAS, USC, SHS Palo, SHS Koronadal 

 

We are against the reductions in the UP budget. 

Allocation – not only for education but also for health services. 

 

According to SC members, napakamahal for a State U ang tuition ng UP.  

 

STFAP 

The process and the mechanism is actually outdated and there is a question of quantitative vs qualitative process to 

measure the bracket of a student.  Regarding sa decision making, it is inconsistent. And kung nag-aappeal, nagiging in 

favor sa iyo. Sa unang application mo, you will be denied, and the second time around, your appeal will be accepted. 

 

Direct correlation between tuition fee increase and stfap. 

 

LAB Fees 

Aside from […] All the other colleges are white colleges 

CM lab fee – 1500 to […]  

http://upstudentregent.weebly.com/downloads.html


Compared to other medical schools, way lower and lab fee na ito. 

CAMP, CN, CP- average of 1000 pesos per subject 

On the rule na kung pababayaran ka pa ba kung nasira, only CP nageexperience nun. 

CAS – non-justifiable ang mga laboratory fees specifically sa Humanities 2. There’s a room with a lot of things pero hindi 

nila nagagamit mga bagay na yun. They are charged for the usage of these things. 

Bio – sobrang luma na at kapag nasira mo, you have to pay for it. It is a question kung paano nautilize ang lab fees in 

acquiring new equipment 

School fees – may binabayaran pang mga miscellaneous fees. Kapag nasa practicum, nagbabayad pa rin, kung saan 

energy fee, saksak fee, etc. 

Saksak fee – 50 pesos (for the whole day) 

 

Other questionable fees: 

TCG fee 

Deposit fee 

Student publication fee – ang tagal na problema na kung saan ang pera ng pub. 

 

Improvement of the RGEP 

Hindi po siya naeexperience sa Manila kasi most of the subjects are prescribed especially in the white colleges. 

CAS – the problem is that limited naman yung choice. 

SHS – kumukuha rin sila ng GE subjects pero prescribed din. 

Limited professors kaya limited subjects. 

 

Student discipline 

Recommend that the CSC be standardaized and of course, consulted sa student body. 

Haggard ang ibang org reqs (seminars like GST, etc.) before marecognize. 

Banning freshies to join – attacking the rights of freshies 

 

Democratic Governance 

Recommend that the SR and GASC campaign for permanent student representatives in policy-making bodies. CM and 

CAS lang. 

 

Political Prisoners 

We support that campaign. We had a consensus to campaign na mafree sila. 

 

UPM USC 

“Haggard na 50% plus one ang kailangang mag attend.” UPM USC also raised a Point of Clarification, “Dun sa GST, it is 

important.  

Medicine is not an undergraduate course, and pumupunta ang ibang percentage ng funds sa PGH. 

GE – box curriculum” 

 

UPM SHS-Palo 

Sa budget cuts, sa aming unit, ito yung problem kasi kaunti lang ang nabibigay na part ng budget. Kulang. Yung 

extension sa Baler and Koronadal, nagmumukhang kawawa kasi minimal na nga yung sa Palo, mas maliit pa yung 

kanila. 

 

About sa tuition fee, yung mga nagaaral sa UPM SHS, free lahat. May isang student na nagbabayad ng tuition fee ngayon 

kasi may back subject at hindi nakapagbayad ng LOA kaya considered AWOL. Pinaaral siya ulit at pinababayad siya ng 

tuition. Pinapaulit sa kanya lahat ng subjects kahit na-take na. Malaki ang tuition fee na binabayaran niya. Questionable 

masyado yung setting na ganoon. Admin defense: MOA daw ng school at UPM. 

 

The Chair clarified that since all students are under the STFAP, all have to be under Bracket E2.  



 

Palo  

Dapat nakakareceive ng 1300 per month sa Palo. Sa Baler and Kor, walang natatanggap from UP, and iaaply na siya sa 

lower batches. Hindi lahat ng iskolar na bago ay sinusuportahan ng LGU.  

Susuportahan lang ng UP ang hindi na-sign ng LGU. 

Ang hinahabol namin,yung pagpalit ng administration. 

 

Sa first quarter, hindi na sila bibigyan ng allowance. Yung nagkasundo lang dun ay ang admin ng school and upm. Hindi 

kinonsulta ang students. 

 

The Chair informed of OSR’s Book Drive Project for SHS campuses. 

And that among SHS campuses, if ever, extension campuses will be prioritized. 

 

UPM Med SC said that with regards to the book drive, the College of Medicine is already launching one. 

 

 

UP Mindanao 

 

1. Kaisa po ang UPMin USC at lahat ng konseho sa UP Mindanao. Nakapaglaunch na ng ibang campaigns, forums, 

and discussions. 

2. Pangalawa sa pinakamataas na tuition sa Davao. Kahit rate ng tuition sa UP ay isang [……] 

3. Last time, bago na kasi yung nageentertain and mabait naman po. Hindi po specific ang binibigay na 

requirements. Pagsubmit sa osa, may isusunod pang ibang requirements na mahirap kunin. 

4. Nakapagassess ang USC and based sa lahat ng congresses, unjustifiable ang iilan sa mga fees na sinisingil. 

a. Registration fee – 100 pesos : questionable na ito kahit sa faculty kung saan ba napupunta 

b. Library fee – 800 pesos : hindi pa rin updated ang mga libro 

c. Laboratory fees – 500-600 pesos : hindi rin nakikita ang effect nito. Mga computers ay hindi ayos. 

d. Hindi naconsult ang lahat ng estudyante. Ang kinonsulta lamang sa Dept of Human Kinetics ay mga 

freshmen lang.  Ang binasehan nila sa 50% plus one ay ang attendance. 

5. Effective sa UPMin. Basis ng pagpili: teachers, field trip, etc. 

6. Right to organize ng mga freshmen – bawal kasi sa UPMin na sumali sila. Nireprimand ng OSA ang ibang orgs 

dahil nagparticipate ang freshies sa events nila. 

7. Sa amin lang po ang may management comm.. kung hindi po maaabot, gawin sanang regular kasi depende 

lamang ito sa trip lang ng exec comm.. 

8. Co-author po ang UPMin USC ng mga resolutions na inadopt na. 

 

The Chair informed the Assembly that the SR is thinking of proposing a policy matter to consider students which 

currently are paying or had already paid the fees. 

 

 

UP Cebu 

1. Latest na statement regarding TOFI. Mahal din po ang tuition sa UPCC kaya maranming nagresort sa student 

loan. Base tuition is 600 pesos. Ibang mga private schools, 500-800. Lumelevel ang UP sa private schools. 

2. Maraming concerns. Kakaunti lang ang nasa Bracket E2. Less than 8%. Maraming students hindi satisfied sa 

result. Hindi sila tiwala sa pagdetermine ng mga bracket nila. 

3. Labfee for stat101. OJT fee – palagi rin nirereklamo ng mga 3rd / 4th year. 

4. Hindi naming mafeel masyado ang pagpili kasi limited and may ibang GE na required kunin. 

5. Before kami naging autonomous, may student rep. Hindi ko madistinguish ang diff ng exec staff at exec comm. 

Mas madalas lang daw ang exec staff. Invitational ang pagdalo sa mga meeting 

6. […] composition pareho 



7. Dem rights – masyado forward thinking. Search for the new dean – ginigiit naming na gusto naming na may 

student rep. 

8. Hindi pa namin natatanganan ang campaign na ito (pol detainees) 

 

 

 

UPD 

1. USC ay nanawagan naman na against sa budget cut sa UP. Actively naman tayong nagparticipate sa mga 

activities especially dun sa camp-out sa mendiola. College updates: 

a. Slis – wala pang sariling building 

b. Stat – nag soil test na 

2. Student councils – may nanawagan ng junking, mayroon na review. USC-apat na review: 

a. Junk stfap ni rooman 

b. Fight for Greater State Subsidy 

c. Ensuring accessibility to assistance mechanism 

3. Merong lab fees na umaabot na 800-1200. 2 labs per sem. Mabigat sa eng’g students. 

a. ChE – waste disposal fee 

4. Nagkaroon ng convocation si Chancellor Saloma. Tiningnan niya kung may correlation ang pagtaas ng number 

of Summa Cum Laude and RGEP. Suggestion niya na hybrid. Requirement na yung iba. 

5. Draft of students’ rights and responsibilities. Student manual. 

6. Pagkakaroon ng reps sa execomm ng college councils.  

7. Resolution ng LCC to support the fight hindi lamang ni Maricon Montajes kundi sa iba pang up students like 

Ericson Acosta.  

USC – may peoples issue na kinakampanya. Nagkaroon ng matinding discussion between CARPER and GARB 

kung ano bang maging stand ng USC kaya nanawagan ng true agrarian reform. 

8. [LAW] 

a. Naencounter at the beginning ng semester ang access to facilities lalo na sa library. We are in full 

recognition of the deadlines. Pero iconsider ang mga students na hindi pa bayad like evening students. 

b. President Pascual wants all libraries open to the public. 

c. While there is no actual case yet, possible bang tumaas ang tuition ng law student? Kasi nagkaroon ng 

change from bachelor to juris doctor. 

9. [STAT] 

a. Fees: para saan ang CWTS fee na 1500? 

b. SSSC signed a MOA with Admin na sa stat lang applicable na yung dalawang orgs, hindi pwedeng 

bmagrecruit ng freshmen. Pag sobrang ingay na raw, paalisin din daw sa tambayan ang orgs and 

councils. 

 

UPD EPP 

1. Tungkol sa budget, taun-taon nakakaltas ang budget. Taun-taon zero capital outlay kaya yung construction ng 

permanent site ay hindi matapos-tapos. Sa isang warehouse ang EPP na sa loob ng clark special economic zone. 

At nasa loob kami ng isang airbase. At kung tinututulan natin ang military presence sa isang institution, bakit 

ang EPP ay nasa isang airbase? Nanganganib mawalan ng bahay ang EPP kasi katabi naming ang Diosdado 

Macapagal International Airport. At magkakaroon siya ng extension. Mageexpire na rin ang extension of stay na 

hiningi namin. Sa site naman, ongoing ang construction. Mabagal at nauubusan na ng time. Ang delikado pa rito, 

yung mismong site, tinatambakan ng mga garbage from the surrounding corporations. Request na 

magcampaign na mapabilis ang construction. And sa UPD USC. Sira sira ang facilities. Kahoy lang. Madaling 

lumiyab. 

2. Patuloy tinataas ang awareness ng students regarding the budget cut. Nailalabas ang students for the campaign. 

Magandang bagay na rin na nagiging consolidated ang campaign kasi mabilis ang pagbigay ng info and updates. 

3. Nananatiling 600 per unit ang EPP. Automatic na sa bracket B ka. Tapos automatic na bracket A ang mga first 

year students na hinihingan pa ng bracket b certification. 



4. STFAP – 37% lang sa EPP ang nagaapply. Hindi nagaapply kasi hindi raw effective. Mas mabenta ang student 

loan. Pumupunta pang UPD para mag apply ng student loan. 

5. Labfees sa applied psych and business courses/subjects; sa  librarian namin, ok naman kasi naghahanap ng 

updated na libro, at nasa reserved section ang mga yon. Limited edition. Kaunti lang at hindi sasapat sa 

students. 

6. Standardized ang GE program. Mayroong structure. Positive: magandang building blocks. Kasi hindi 

nagkakaroon ng chance na mamili ng GE program. Problem din kasi merong students na mag cross reg sa 

diliman. Hindi naman pinapayagan ng admin. Ang kaya lang ay ang ge subjects. Ang sabi ng UPD CBA, kung 

hindi niyo kaya mag offer ng ganitong course, magsara na lang kayo. Nagkakalat din daw kami ng lagim sa CBA. 

7. Yung dating student manual pa naman ang ginagamit at binabase naman sa UPD. Mababait ang students. Kaso 

ang SR02 at admin ay nagbypass ng students. Hindi alam ng SC ang proseso. Sa publication, sinasabihan […] 

natutulog na ang process at hindi na natuloy ang publications 

8. Mas maraming info drive ang kailangan para mas dumami ang informed. 

 

UPD CSSP 

- CSSP conducted needs assessment. Grad students needs more access to resources such as online resources. 

Others such as pscychology students among others need them too for papers. At siyempre nahihirapan dahil sa 

lack of funds. 

 

 

UP VISAYAS 

 We believe in the principle that as a state university  the government should subsidize. Nagkaroon ng state of 

the youth address that gathered more than 2500 students. 800 students were gathered. Nagestablish ng IIoilo 

kilos na laban sa budget cut. 

 In the up visayas, we have the most expensive tuiton in Iloilo. 

 Second there are increasing clamors for refunds. There is always a general opinion that settles for bracket b 

due to the process. 

 Venue fees for the MILC. The honorarium for the overtime pay is becoming a burden to the students. This is 

quite a problem and it was able to be raised to the admin. We have 700 pesos lab fees and we have questions in 

the breakdown and we have an apparent  non-improvement of facilities. Redundancy of fees: energy fees and 

dorm electrical fees among others.  

 Grad fees proposed to increase from 300 to600. In Tacloban, venues are used for  non academic activities such 

as weddings and baptisms.  

 We don’t have a problem with RGEP, the teachers are the ones that are problematic. 

 Student organizations encounter problems. KPL Miag-ao was not recognized by the admin due to the claim that 

UP is apolitical and non-partisan. Ms, Llorico of the Student council was also asked to resign. 

 ROTC invited the AFP to give […] SAMASA and other organizations were tagged as communists. A dialogue was 

made between the involved parties and the USC. 

 We push for student representation in the selection of the next OSA director. The chancellor will be creating the 

search committee […] 

 Despite this development, in tacloban, the student rep to the executive committee only has observer status. 

 Additional concerns: for ChE students. Every week, they go to Iloilo city and have their laboratory class at a 

private university. Where is the manifestation of the TOFI? 

 CM  - there is a problem in getting funds from the student fund. 

 Ballooning cases on sexual harassment not only to students but also the school officials. 

 Ineffective and dysfunctional CRS that results to problems in registration process. 

 After 13 years, CFOS publication has been revived. 

 

 

A recess was called and approved at 7:40 P.M. 



Session resumed at 9:14P.M. 

 

 

Continuation of Unit Reports…  

 

UPLB 

 

- Yung issue ng budget cut, yung buong UPLB community ay nagooppose. Students, faculty, staff, and community 

sa labas ng elbi. 

 

- “Save our education movement” ang nanguna sa campaign. 

- Budget cut malilink sa no facilities, pagkawala ng democratic access sa education. 

- Other issues: 

o Commercialization. “Banga” ay ginagamit for beautification purposes. 

o Land grants 

o Privatization schemes: dorms ay privatized na. Hindi na kinukuha sa MOOE. Sa housing trust fund na. 

o Student union building ay pinaprivatize na rin. Mas mahal na yung food. 

- Mataas na no-show rate. 47% ng upcat passers hindi nakapasok nung inimplement ang TOFI. As of 2011, more 

than 50% sa CA and CFNR no show rin. 

- Dahil sa mataas na tuition, less enrollment sa non-commercial courses. Solution ng admin: pagtanggal ng 

UPCAT qualifications. 

- Naninidigan na ang STFAP ay smokescreen for TOFI. Yung STFAP rebracketing, inaapply sa freshmen like TOFI. 

Kasi hindi kailangan magconsult sa kanila. 

- Questionable ang criteria and process ng STFAP. Mali yung mga criteria. Maging ang VC ay nagpupush na 

mareview ang STFAP. Less than 1% lang ang nakikinabang systemwide. 

- Ang tuition, it should be inclusive of all fees. Kung anong pangangailangan ng subject mo, dapat pasok na sa 

tution. 

- Questionable lab fees: 

o Hum 2 

- Pending lab fee increases 

o Chem 

o VM 

- Through the research of the USC, nahahati sa internet, library and athletics ang miscellaneous fee. Maraming 

pumupunta na taga elbi sa Diliman kasi kulang ang resources. 

- Athletics fee ay hindi nararamdaman ng varsity teams. Tinatayo na ang alliance ng varsity teams. 

- 50pesos per hour ang saksak fee. 

- Nagtagumpay sa December dialogue. Pinatanggal na. 

- 10 pesos per line change mat fee 

- 1500 pesos NSTP fee. Tapos ilang handouts lang natanggap nila. 

- Deposit fee ay 100 pesos. In case may masirang gamit. 

- May bayad na sa Forestry. 

- Dorm fee increase namin from 300-600, ang proposal 600-1000 tapos may dagdag na 50p for cellphone, mp3, 

tsinelas fee, mineral water fee, association fee, etc. 

- Nasettle na kasi inimpose lang ng dorm manager. 

- Presyo ng electricity, binabase sa diameter ng electric fan. 

- Nakatable na for review ang exorbitant fees. 

- Nakakuha ng secret document from accounting office. Ang uplb ay may deposit na 150M trust fund sa DBM. 

Breakdown: kinuha sa athletics fee, lib fee, internet fee, etc. 

- RGEP: may call pa rin na kumuha ng courses na magpromote ng nationalism like history.  

- GE na sa elbi ang PI100. 



- Binabatay sa teacher, sa schedule, sa pagiging madali. Instead of competency, ang pagpili natin ay nakafocus sa 

ganoong batayan. 

- Guinea pig for LLC policy. Unti-unti na ring pinapasok sa Diliman. 

- From an ave of 2.4 GWA, naging 3.4 na nung large class. 

- STUDENT ORGS: devious process sa recognition. Number of members, fin report, activity report, assessment, 

students profile. Yearly, para ipromote ang activity ng OSA, irerequire ang orgs na sumali. 

- It is against the right of the freshmen to organize. 

- Tambayan phase-out. It is the physical manifestation of our orgs, and pinatanggal ito sa mga building. May 

pinachop-chop na tambayan ang business affairs office without the consent of the org. hindi naman for public 

use ito. 

- May mga frat na na-ban sa uplb. Even may nagawa silang mali dati, iba na ang composition ngayon at handing 

magwasto. 

- Inconsistent ang OSA director. 

- Issue on red tagging: yung anak ng chancy, caught in the act na kumakalat ng black prop. 

- Sa policies, 3 years ago, ang ginagamit ay yung sa UPD. 

- Sa kina-craft na bagong student handbook, this should focus on students’ rights and welfare. 

- Dem gov: first time may rep sa exec comm na student pero observer pa lang. kasi bago na yung admin. 

- Winowork out pa rin na lahat ng council may nakaupo with voting power. 

- We should note student selected student representation. 

- Nagmamaterialize ang dialogue with chancy. Sumasama pa nga ang mga vc. 

- Hindi nabibigay ang maximum priviledge. Humapag lang ng criteria. 

- UPLB 5, Maricon montajes. Nakakasagka sa HR ang paghuli sa kanila. Illegal na nga ang paghuli sa kanila tapos 

marahas pa silang tratuhin. We condemn torture to pol prisoners. We push na managot mga nagkasala. Free all 

political prisoners. 

 

CASC: 

- Dagdag sa qualification sa agri. Mababa ang nageenroll sa agri. Hindi po lahat makakapasok as agri student. Top 

3 ng school na ike-credit ng CA para ma-maximize sa buong pilipinas. May team na binuo para doon. 

- Sa kapihan, yung lab fees ay 1500pesos ang chem. And vetmed. Sa 1200-1500 kasi mahal ang chemicals na 

ginagamit. Nakakaupo ang CA execomm sa mga meetings subalit hindi nakakaboto.  

 

CEAT: 

- Regarding sa LLCP, use ng halls ay libre dati. Ngayon, may bayad na kasi ginagamit ang mga ito sa paghandle ng 

large classes. 

- Part ako ng execomm at may voting power din. Ayaw nila yun kasi sila mismo na magkaklase sa room ay 

napapalayas kasi ang pumupunta dun ay yung large class. 

 

CDC: 

- Tungkol sa LLCP. Gusto naming ireport na may isang course na isang class ang graduate thesis at kami yung 

ginawang pilot. Dati, yung mga grades ay nasa 1.25 at ngaon ay nasa 2.25-2.75 na lang. I don’t think na effective 

siya kasi research nga yon. Maganda na natututukan lalo na qualitative ag mga research. Pero for review pa rin 

ang mga grades. 

 

USC: 

- LLCP, rationale ng admin ay kulang sa facilities kapag small class. 160 students pero 130 armchairs. Parang 

nagiging seminar siya.  

- It bypasses the UP Code Article316 [?]. bawal iimplement sa eng1 eng2 and p1. 

 

CEAT: 



- Campus security. Parehong yun at madilim at maraming incident ng holdup. Ilang minutes pa na lilipas bago 

may makarating na help. 

 

CFNR: 

- Justifiability ng lab fees sa CFNR, most of the time, outdoors ang lab naming and hindi siya natatranslate sa 

binabayaran namin. Jinu-justify na para mapreserve ang forest reserve, at hindi naman siya covered ng cost for 

instruction. 

- RGEP. Lahat ng […] courses ay under the LLCP. Population per section is 160. Kaya kinukuha na ang isang 

course kasi ubos na ang slot sa iba. 

- Non UPCAT passers na iaabsorb sa CFNR. Ang tinatanggap ay top 20-30% ng class sa high school. […] 

 

CASC: 

- Sa lab namin, kailangan ng chemicals. Pag sa dept naming siya pino-proccess, mahigit 2 months pa nakukuha 

after order. May mga nagthethesis pa na nadedelay. Minsan, humihiram pa sa IRRI.  

 

USC 

- The primary aim of UP is to educate thousands of students. Ngayon, ang reason ng admin ay tumataas ang 

halaga etc […] ang labo kasi if they want us to learn, bakit increase nang increase ang fees? State abandonment 

on education. Tumataas ang sahod sa school pero hindi tumataas ang sahod ng mga workers. 

 

CVM 

- Sa paggamit ng facilities, masyadong mataas ang pagrent ng lecture halls kahit exhibit lang sa lobby. 

- Budget nakukulangan din. Mga gamit like xrays ultrasounds, microscopes ay mula pang 90’s. kailangan nang 

iupgrade. 

- Nagpropose ng 1000-1500 pesos lab fee ang CVM admin. 

 

CEAT 

- Usapin lang din naman ng pera, hindi naramdaman ang increase na ginawa sa batch namin. Ganoon pa rin ang 

mga upuan – sira-sira. May time pa na nagdala ng sariling fan at dinonate sa room para maging comfortable 

silang magkaklase. 

 

CEM 

- Isa pa pong issue ay ang Student Union bldg privatization. Ito ang rep ng mga students para maipakita ang 

kanilang right to organize and academic expression. Masyanong kikokomersyalisa. Ang nagastos for priv. ay 

almost 200K ang pagpagawa ng soda fountain. May linalagay na hotel lounge, commercial space, dati, 

affordable ang UFS. Pero dahil napasok na ng BAO, nagkaroon na ng mga private entities like private 

restaurants kaya hindi na affordable. Ang pinakaissue ay ang TERC, USC and Perspective offices ay ibababa sa 

basement and malapit sa storage room kung saan ang main switch ng bldg. sa nakaraang bagyo, binaha ang 

mga basement. Ang rationale ay yung offices ng second floor ay para sa administrators at ayaw nilang may 

students na papasok na lang. angresolution ay pagrevive ulit ng student union (highest governing body 

composed of the usc chair, csc chairs, publication EIC and alliance chairs). For profit na ang SU bldg instead na 

maglingkod sa mmga magaaral. 

 

CEAT 

- Magkakaroon ng review ng curriculum ng courses. Every year 200 out of 400+ ang gumagraduate. Every 

year, 40 students ang nakikick out.  

o EE11 - 126 

o Eng2-169 

o Es11-132 

o Es12-321 



o Es13-308 

o Es21-221 

o Math 17-154 

o Math 38-117 

 

 

UP Baguio 

- May 28 million. 

- Up tuition rate: sa baguio, ang UPB lang ang state U at ang UPB ang may pinakamataas ng tuition based sa base 

tuition rate na 700 pesos per unit. 

- Saksak fee – 50 pesos per hour 

- NSTP 900 pesos 

- Nananawagan ng moratorium sa ganitong fees. At umaasa sa sinabi ni Pres Pascual na no tuition fee increase. 

- STFAP may problema sa bracket b cert. pinatupad ito maging sa upperclassmen. 

- May problema sa weights ng determinants ng STFAP. Kasalukuyan kaming gumagawa ng stfap review. 

- Student orgs: sa 2500 na population, may 74 orgs but 5 classrooms for practices and meetings na hanggang 

7pm lang. inequip yung mga rooms ng lcd projector kaya hindi na pinapagamit. 

- Yung lobby, hindi pinapagamit sa amin pero sa outside orgs, oo. 

- Well represented naman sa mga existing committee. Nananawagan ng student rep ang voting power sa lahat ng 

committees 

- We support the campaign to free pol det. 

- Local problems: 

o Next AY. May Freeze sa com sci degree. 

o Autonomy ng council. Admin ang may hawak ng funds. 

o Existence ng adviser ay naghihinder. 

o Student fund – 50.50 pesos. 5.50 lang sa usc 40 pesos sa pub others sa journal. 

- yung kay James balao, dati siyang member ng UPB outcrop, the official pub. Founding member ng cordillera 

peoples alliance. Nawawala siya. Last time, nakita siya sa isang mil camp. Hanggang ngayon nananawaganpa rin 

ang family na ilabas buhay man o patay si James Balao. Wala naman po kaming definite na ptograma pero si 

Maricon Montajes po ay mga alumni ng din ng UP Baguio kaya nakikisa kami sa campaign. 

 

UPLB CDC: 

- same sa concerns ng lahat. As a freshman, marami akong narereceive na reports from my batchmates. Sa 

student loan or naglo-LOA dahil hindi makabayad. Minsan nagkakaroon ng crisis na bigla na lang magdrop ang 

financial capacity ng family. Muntik na siyang hindi makaenrol.  

 

UPM Medicine 

- this year is the first time na walang funding ang council. We have this building. Yung first floor mayroon din 

mga canteen na ang council ang nagrarun. Due to financial problems, nagtransfer sa administration. 

Concessionaires – rent 50k per month. 250k goes to the council and 250k goes to activities. 

- When we assumed office, we thought that we have 400k. yung budget request naminn was denied for the 

reason na wala na raw trust fund. Through investigation, we found out that the concessionaire hasn’t paid rent 

since feb 2010. Ngayon, the issue is with VC for admin. Nagpapabid na raw ng bagong concessionaire pero tuloy 

pa rin sa pagbenta ang current. Ilang buwan nang finafollow up, dialogue, etc. 

- 95pesos per meal na from 50 pesos. Nakabayad na ng 2-3 months. Nakareceive na kami ng reimbursement. 

Pending pa rin ang budget proposal namin. 

- Ang dami naming fundraising activities. 

 

UPD CMC 



financial statement – collection of 20 pesos per semester amounting to 5000 pesos. 10k lang ang safe fund ng 

council. Sariling larga ang pagkuha ng finances sa activitie 

 

 

The SR/Chair declared that the Assembly had already covered the approve agenda and thus the end of the GASC 

and asked the body if there are motions pending. 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) moved that there be a definite venue and time frame for the next GASC which will focus on the 

CRSRS proposed amendments. 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) moved to amend said motion considering what has arisen. The UPD CSSP SC moved that the 

next GASC be held on January 14-15 in UP Diliman. 

 

The Chair said “the SR will be held accountable to you. But you’re putting dates and venues and as I said, it will have to 

be on hold until investigation.” 

 

UPLB USC manifested that the OSR be given the reponsibility and planning for the next GASC. “Mas maging efficient kasi 

naplan ng OSR ang GASC na ito.” UPLB USC added.  

 

The Chair told the Assembly that the preparations for the GASC and the Investigation will be simultaneous.  

 

UPLB USC commented, “lahat tayo may sariling preference na campus. Kung logistical matters lang naman ang 

paguusapan, it’s the appreciation that we have for the GASC.” 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) told the Assembly to focus on the venue.  

 

Motion amended to: “We move that the next GASC for the proposed amendments to the CRSRS be held before the start 

of the nomination process for the selection in UP Diliman.” By the UPD CSSP SC. 

 

UPD USC (Garcia) replied that the proponent was telling the Assembly that time is of the essence, a matter of urgency. 

“Nalilito po ako ngayon. Ako na USC Chair ng Diliman ay hindi nakonsulta. Sa January, may Universty Job Fair. Sa 

February, may UP Fair. Sanay po kaming mag multi-task. Pero ang punto ko ay propriety. Ibigay yun sa USC at least. 

Kanina, urgency ang sinasabi even within the Diliman caucus […..] ngayon po, wala pong silbi na i-amend pa natin for as 

long as magstart siya before the nomination process. Ang nomination process po ay magstart sa colleges. Ano ba talaga 

ang mahalaga? Yung urgency or yung place? Hindi pwede na linlangin ang body at magshishift na ng argument. 

Compromise po dahil sa very serious allegations of bribery. Dahil sa ganoon, effectively nililink po ang bribery sa 

amendment. I would like to assume na hindi sana related sa mga proponents. Pero there is a very strong link between 

the attempt to bribe the councils and the amendments. Hindi lang councils ang nacompromise, kundi ang integrity ng 

amendments na rin. In that case, compromise. Malinaw naman ang link. Hindi pa namin nalilimutan. Punungpuno pa rin 

kami ng galit sa mga grupong gumawa nito. Hindi kami tumutuligsa sa mga proponent. You are coercing us. You cannot 

do that to us kasi lahat tayo members ng asembliyang ito. These are compromised amendments, we object to amend 

them. Dahil sa amendment na iyan, isusuko ba natin ang integridad namin? Do not coerce this body. Tutulong daw sa 

logistics? These are the people na nagsabi na ang confirmation ay hindi mahalaga. Hindi ko i-a-assume ang 

responsibilidad na yan. Hindi ko sisirain ang pangalan ng USC and ng Chancellor. Maglalakas pa tayo ng loob na maghld 

ng GASC at pilit […]” UPD USC ended. 

 

UPLB USC manifested “ang order ng discussion, yung OSR ba ang magseset ng GASC or ang body? Kasi parang 

inaamend na rin without even discussing the process. The discussion now is about what actions we are going to take 

regarding the bribery case.” 



 

UPD CMC SC (Cristobal) likewise manifested, “nagdadoubt na ang mga councils sa integrity and credibility ng SCs and 

GASC. Although isa lang pong student council ang nagmanifest, hindi lang yun ang SC na inattempt na ibribe. At hindi 

tayo nakasisiguro na hindi mauulit ang bribery. Tapusin muna ang investigation. Questionable siya. Paulitulit. Also, 

kami sa CMC SC, we maintain to actually kill the amendments, kasi hindi na rin maiwasan ang link ng amendments and 

bribery. Nandirito ang witness natin. Ang position namin ay i-scrap na ang amendments. Bakit kahapon pa natin ina-

undermine ang wisdom and capacity ng OSR? Kahapon pa! Tayo pa nagpapaexplain eh tayo naman ang mali. Tapos 

inuundermine ang capacity? Bakit ang kati-kating mag-amend? Kahapon pa pinarecognize mga councils na hindi 

nagconfirm pero hindi naman sila nagmamanifest and nagpaparticipate.” 

 

UPD USC added, (Melad) “Napansin ko lang sa time na dinidiscuss ang campaign kanina, natutulog ang gentlemen from 

CSSP SC tapos nung amendment na, biglang nagising. Pangalawang strike na ito. Una ay yung kasalanan nila na hindi 

magconfirm. Tayo ang sasalo sa mga kasalanan nila? And yung body nirerequire na mag GASC ulit? I-kill na ang 

amendments na ito.” 

 

UPV CAS SC (Racadio) also added, “Pinupunto nila ang sense of urgency. Sa kanila ay magkaroon ng definite na venue 

and time samantalang hindi nila pino-point out ang urgency na magkaroon ng investigation sa nangyaring bribery. 

Hindi ba mas urgent yun? Patuloy nilang ipinipilit ang amendments na yun at mas naiinsulto ang SOTECH ngayun at 

inaassume niyo na walang ruling magaganap sa investigation. May consensus na from the body na i-kill na ang mga 

amendments na yan.” 

 

UP Min USC (Cagula) 

“Pilit ko pa rin iniintindi kung bakit ipinagpipilitan na magkaroon ng kongkretong venue para talakayin ang CRSRS. Sa 

tingin ko po, base sa obserbasyon ko, nung first day, tinalakay po natin ang agenda. Ano ang proposal? Unahin ang 

amendments kaysa sa pressing campus issues. Pilit pa rin nilang idinidiin na ipagpatuloy ang mabilis na pagamend ng 

CRSRS. Pagkasabog ng issue ng bribery, nagcast na ito ng doubts sa amendments and sa proponents. Dapat silang 

tumulong sa aksyon.” 

 

UPD EPP SC (Oquias) 

“Ang pagkakaintindi ko kanina, napagkasunduan natin kanina na isasantabi ang amendments to give way sa 

investigation. Pero hindi ko alam na pilit pa rin nilang ipinagpipilitan na magkaroon ng GASC agad. Yun ba yung iniisip 

nila habang tinatalakay natin ang pressing issues sa UP? Maayos na tayo tapos gusto niyo na magkagulo na naman? 

Bad shot na sa akin ang amendments. Hindi ko alam kung pagkakatiwalaan ko pa ito o hindi. Investigate muna. 

Pinapangunahan nila ang decision. Bakit hindi na lang iwan sa OSR ang GASC ang investigation?”  

 

UPD CSWCD SC (Tagala) 

“Hindi kami sumasangayon sa pinopropose nilang dates and venue. Nagkaproblema na nga tayo sa finances. Wala pa 

ngang isang buwan yan eh. Magso-social investigation si Santa claus kung naging mabait ba tayo or masama. Isa pa, 

sinusupport ko ang sentiment ng mga naunang speakers. Kill the amendments.” 

 

UPPhA (Manalo) 

“Nakakapagod na po na paulit-ulit. Ang kulit-kulit. Nakakaasar na kasi in the expense na nagkaroon man ng attempted 

bribery, may ginigiit tayo. Malinaw na hindi ito interest ng mga estudyante. Nakikita natin sa katauhan ng SR na walang 

mali sa CRSRS. Dito sa paggawa ng bagong assembly, may mali. Tigilan na natin ang pambabalahura sa body.” 

 

CHAIR 

“This is a logistical nightmare. You have to talk to the local student council. The permits have to be at the office of the 

chancellor one and a half month before. The money we have to raise will amount to 60,000 pesos. I would have to write 

all your chancellors again and tell them that we’re asking again. I know that one and a half month is too short a time. 

With regard to the venue, accommodation in diliman is expensive. Hindi pwede ang dorms kapag may pasok. Baguio ay 

walang dorm but I think Mr. Daupan has explored. Los Banos is OK but mahal kasi may 9500 downpayment for the 



whatever, alumni house […] but it is a big room at kasya naman tayong lahat. Davao is hard kapag may klase. Unless we 

go to PCA. 350 per night. We have to arrange the food. Yun, pwede si ate sa gilid. Koronadal might be hard kasi walang 

dormitory. Baler may be possible, if we can seek the assistance of Cong. Angara. I would have to appeal to the body to 

allow us to first support the investigation and seek support to hold another GASC. We will try as much as possible to 

make all charges according to the expenses (at cost) but there are overhead charges that are not convered by the 

registration fee. If anybody from the body would help me secure the funding and the clearance from the dormitories, 

accommodations and the food, for the food, flexible and cheap. Second, dormitories. We need to accommodate 

somewhere from 80 to 120 heads.”  

 

30-80 pesos Canvass the cheapest as possible (3) – food 

 

50-250 pesos per head for the accommodation. 

 

Accom – as much as possible, on UP property. 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

“There was definitely no intent of coercion. I want the body to express their interest regarding the date and time. 

Urgency is an essential component. We are not giving up totally the time dimension. The SR selection process starts 

around March. So the real search starts around March or February. That is the intention that we amended that the GASC 

be held before the SR nomination process.” 

 

The CSSP SC  (Tejano) 

Expressed that they would be very glad to help if this is to ensure that the proposed amendments will be tackled. “I just 

want to make it clear that I am disappointed that our amendments have been attached with the bribery. I hope that the 

name of my council will be cleared.” 

 

UPLB USC 

“Pinipilit nila ang unconfirmed delegates na bumoto. I have waited for them to recite and participate. Yung pagset ng 

GASC agad nang hindi pa tapos ang investigation […] and connected dun sa bribery, baka mas marami pang ma-bribe. 

However, I am still bothered by the fact na taga-UPV pa ang inattempt na ibribe. And the UPLB USC would like to 

support the OSR on this matter.” 

 

UPD CMC (Riego) 

“Yung mga proponents, tinatanong kung bakit nililink natin ang bribery sa kanilang amendments. May evidence. Klaro 

po na may connection ang attempted bribery doon sa amendments. Ang sakit sa ulo isipin na yung proponents sa 

amendment na ito ay handang tumulong sa logistics. Pero simpleng pagcomfirm lang ay hirap na hirap na tayo. 

Pangatlo, natatabunan ang pinakagrabe at pinakamalalang katotohanang lumitaw. Hindi na ito tungkol sa amendments, 

kundi dun sa bribery. Huwag nating tabunan ito. Huwag natin ipilit dahil hindi namin ito makakalimutan at ito ang 

pagtutuunan naming ng pansin.” 

 

UPD USC 

“Lumabas na nga yung issue of bribery. Everyone from this GASC condemns that act. Ang kinakalungkot ko lang, parang 

gusto niyong i-kill ang amendments na pinagdebatihan ng councils na nagpass. Di ba tinatrapo niyo na rin ang ginawa 

nilang effort na iyon? 

Second, alam kong may ni-raise na motion about going to Diliman sa next GASC. Kung gusto niyo talaga doon, bakit 

hindi na lang kausapin ang chair at ibibring up pa here sa GASC at may point pa to divide the house, and, hindi na kaya 

kasi it would bring us back to the house rules.” 

 

UPD USC 



“Hindi kasalananan ng body na maisip na tampered ang amendments na ito. Since may evidence na related sa 

amendments ang bribery na ito. Kaya pa ba ninyo na pumunta sa isang GASC para pag-usapan ang mga amendments na 

ito? Logistics-wise, ang hirap maghanap ng pera. [……] taun-taon na itong amendments na ito at tauntaon nirereject.” 

 

SR 

“It was carried in 2005 but rejected again the following year.” 

 

UPD USC 

“Malinaw na na tampered ang mga ito at compromised na nga.” 

 

UPLB CFNR SC (Aggabao) 

“Malinaw na ang patuloy sa paggiit ng amendment na ito, kinekwestyon at iniinsulto ang student regent.  

With all due respect, naging sobrang maluwag ang body nung pinaguusapan ang council reports. May natutulog, may 

lumalabas. 

Hindi napagkakasunduan na ipasa ang mga amendments na ito. Naniniwala kami mula sa CFNRSC na hindi nagkulang 

ang tao sa harap ninyo na tumangan sa mga estudyante at buong sambayanang Pilipino.” 

 

UPD CAL SC (Alzona) 

“Kanina nung lumabas yang issue na yan, nagkaroon ng general outrage. Ang iniisip ko talaga ay mag manifest ako ang 

aking condemnation. Hinihintay ulit ng mga student councils na magmanifest ng kanilang condemnations. Wag niyo rin 

akong i-a-accuse na biased ako kasi doubtful na rin ako sa lahat ng nangyari unless imamanifest ang condemnation. 

Ang daming aligaga kanina. Walang nakikinig sa SR report. Unless every delegate condemns this act and subject 

themselves to a third party to investigate this matter, wag natin pagusapan ang GASC.” 

 

UPV CAS SC (Racadio) 

“Ang mga Pilipino talaga sadyang mahilig sa telenobela. Gusto ng commotion palagi. I understand the proponents’ side 

sa pagbibigay ng urgency. I respect that and I want na boil down doon sa amendments. Kada may magsabi sa akin ng 

amendment, dumating na ako sa point na parang nasusuka ako. Napoint out ko lang na kung may problema sa logistical 

concerns. Pagtulungan natin yan. Madali lang yan. What if pagtulungan ang prelim investigation? Kanikanina lamang po 

mayroon nang nagiging emosyonal rito. Dumating tayo sa climax tapos bababa tapos ganito na naman. Bigyan po natin 

ng benefit of the doubt ang Student Regent. Hindi ko makalimutan ang sinabi ng SR na after ng GASC ay sisimulan ang 

investigation. I-withdraw natin ang motion.” 

 

UP CC SC 

“Pinaulitulit po na this assembly is compromised already. It is so rude to propose another GASC. 

What is the cause of all these [……] 

By submitting an amendment and blatant disrespect […] 

Paulit-ulit tayo. Kami from UP Cebu, we stand firm sa pagpush ng investigation. We are doubting your amendments. We 

are not saying you are, in any way, related to the bribery. but we have to consider that if we convene another GASC […] 

UP Cebu would not want to host the next GASC unless the results are in. Withdraw the amendments. I hope ang susunod 

nating pagkikita ay ang SR selection.” 

 

UPV USC 

“I would just like to make it clear that there is really a direct link between the amendment and bribery. I want to make 3 

points to prove that such proposition made by that gentleman is nothing but useless. 

First we should respect the discretion of the OSR to decide and arrange the next GASC. That’s why there is a reg process 

for our convenience and see if we would have a quorum. 

January – it is just a short tme to prepare. Mahirap maghanap ng pera. Taga-up kaya tayo. 

Time again, may sinasabi na urgency. But urgency should not compromise our votes as councilors. Should we 

compromise our genuine votes? 



Represent out constituents and not personal interest. This body is politicized. These people wouldn’t stop until they get 

enough. Pagod na ako. I have to meet someone after this GASC. It was compromised because of some personal interest. 

We can’t blame if we cast doubts on this body….. 

So ako, we would like to challenge those student councils because if you really believe in the integrity, Your vote reflects 

who you are.” 

 

UPV USC (Sorongon) 

We urge the proponent to withdraw the motion. 

 

CEM (Desambrana) 

Ako ay naniniwala na hindi ito matatapoas hanggat hindi lalabas ang katotohanan. Ang mga students na […] Hindi ako 

naniniwalang umamin na at nagsasabi ng totoo ang ibang councils na nandito. Alam natin ang totoo. Ako ay nalulungkot 

kasi base sa kasaysayan, parati na lang crsrs amendments ang paguusapan. Pero sa paguusap natin, kating-kati tayo na 

pagusapan ang CRSRS kaysa sa mga campaigns. Ang OSR ay isang institusyon na nangangalaga at nangunguna sa […] 

wag natin tingnan base sa pampulitikang interes natin. 

 

UPD ESC (Gonzales) 

Medyo naguguluhan ako. Sana mai-clear kung bakit mas urgent ang amendment kaysa sa bribery yung labg po sana. 

 

Chair 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

I never intended to make an impression that the amendments are more urgent. The only reason that the CSSPSC is 

asking for a set venue and date because these are the ones that are under our control. We need a CRSRS by the time of 

the sr selection. And it must be approved by the GASC. 

 

Chair 

“I’m not sayng that the amendments to the CRSRS is more urgent that the investgation…I apologize and in behalf of the 

UPD CSSP SC for not deliberating a statement of condemnation. And since the UPD CSSP SC is one with this body in 

condemning the bribery, alleged or not, but we are also pushing for further investigation on this matter.” 

 

UPM Med SC (Alacapa) 

“The motion forwarded was laid on the table [……] I move to divide the house.” 

 

UPM USC (Arguelles) 

“Kanina ko pa po naririning sa mga panig sa gilid-gilid na sige na! section 3! May pinaplano na naman. Paulit ulit po that 

the SR is being attacked by these people, by these council members. Paulitulit that these people is attacking the due 

process the GASC is trying to follow. […] This GASC is already compromised. The integrity of this GASC is already put 

into question. Ano ang gusto? Isa na namang compromised GASC come January? And then the compromised GASC [……] 

anong gusto nating SR? A compromised SR? Ano ang gusto niyo, mawala ang kaisaisang representante natin sa BOR? 

What he is doing right now is compelling the OSR to follow his or his council’s personal interest. Is that something we 

should tolerate? Ako po, intinding-intindi ko ang mga nangyayari rito. May mga tao na nagmamanipula at binabastos 

ang GASC and inaatake ang OSR through a series of actions. Paulitulit kasi katingkati na ipasa ang mga amendments. 2K 

pesos as an incentive if you vote for the proposed amendment. Saan nawawala ang connection na ito? Actually isa pang 

issue ko is more than logistics. I don’t want to meet again para ang mag meet na naman ay isang compromised GASC na 

ang gagawin lang ay ang ginawa for the last 2 days. Simula noong tumapak sa session hall na ito, kayo na po nau-ca-

cause ng gulo. From the live tweeting to the [……] teka lang, hindi ka pa student regent. Defend the integrity of the OSR, 

defend the integrity of the GASC and defend the integrity of the SR. 

Lastly, my point here is wag na po nating pagtakpan ang ating unang pagkakamali at wag na nating pagtakpan ang ating 

finoforward na inetrest aside from the interest of the students.” 

 



UPD SLIS SC (Roque) 

“Kitang kita naman po ang pagkundena sa attempted bribery. Sinasabi naman natin na maraming issue na nangyari 

para madelay ang delay. Malala na ang mga nangyari at napaka-low na nitong bribery case na ito. Totoo ba na karapatan 

ng mga magaaral ang tinutulak niyang mga interes? Or personal lamang? Yung amendments, mas mahalaga ba kaysa 

mangot ang mga nagattempt na magbribe? 

 

Sana, i-withdraw na ang motion na maghold pa ng GASC sa January at ibigay na sa OSR ang responsibility na 

magpatawag ng GASC. 

 

Protektahan ang integrity ng GASC at karapatan ng mga estudyante sa representasyon.” 

 

UPD CSSP SC (Tejano) 

I would like to express the disappointment of my student council to the SCs, persons,  we would like to withdraw all the 

motions but we reiterate to help the OSR in 1. Investigate the matter, 2. Assisting the OSR in the logistical matters. 

 

Motion to adjourn the GASC. 

Motion seconded. 

 

GASC formally adjourned at 12:10 A.M. 

 

 

 

  

 


